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I SPOKE are a local four piece that got their
start in the Streetsville scene, the same scene
that spawned BILLY TALENT.  Playing a style
of hardcore that juxtaposes delicacy against
chaos, I SPOKE have become known for their
advocacy and political convictions. With two
self-releases under their belt and a number of
comp contributions, I SPOKE took time out to
play the radio show on June 6th. Here is a
transcription of the interview that followed.
Interview and photos by Stephe Perry.

So let’s start off with a more formal
introduction. Tell us who you are and what
you do in the band ?
Leah (L): Sure. I’m Leah and I do vocals.
Chris H (CH): I’m Chris H and I play the bass
guitar.
Scott (S): I’m Scott and I play drums.
Chris W (CW): I’m Chris W and I play guitar.
How long have you been together ?
L: I have been in the band since this past
January, But I SPOKE has been around for
longer than that.
Give us the history of I SPOKE. How did it
start ?
CW: Scott and I have been playing together
for about 7 or 8 years. I SPOKE came together
somewhere near the end of 2001. The old line
up was: myself, Scott, Chris, and this guy Theo.
We played some shows, then self-released a
CDep called “Faith in Chaos” and released a
CD called “A Collective Journey” on
Cleveland’s DS Records. Around January 2004
we decided to have Leah take over on vocals.
Tell us about the scene you grew up in ? I
understand your roots are in Streetsville.
Maybe you could start off by telling people
where Streetsville is. And tell us a bit about
the scene that grew up out of Streetsville. I
know you live down the street from here now,
but Streetsville is where you all met.
Otherwise I am going to have to tell bad
Streetsville stories.
L: Yeah I know. Although there are a lot of bad
Streetsville stories….
CW: Well I started going to shows when I was
14 to see PEZ who are now called BILLY
TALENT (laughter) so that might give you a
bit of an idea of what the scene was like out
there.
Wow. I didn’t know that BILLY TALENT
was from Streetsville. No way.
CW: Yeah.

Weird.
CW: I definitely thought it was cool at the time.
That’s about it. Then the younger kids (us)
started getting together and starting bands and
putting on shows at the Masonic Lodge. That
sort of spawned what started off as a punk scene
that turned more into a metal scene and now I
guess it has become an indie rock scene with
the occasional hardcore shows. It seems like
the Masonic Lodge has a show every week now.
S: There is just a mangle of kids.
L: It’s all kinds of stuff, which is good
sometimes but a little sketchy at other times.
CW: There are too many shows now. It used to
be that there was one show a month and a lot
of kids would come out to it. Now there is at
least one show every week and hardly anybody
comes out.
Do all the shows happen at the Masonic
Lodge ?
CH: There aren’t a lot of venues.
L: It is the only space left in that whole
Mississauga area where kids can do shows.
Most other places have been shut down, but
for whatever reason the guy at the Masonic is
keeping it going. Probably because of the
money, it is pretty expensive to rent the place
out….
Come on the masons.
CW: There are no all ages venues, that’s the
problem, except large places like the Reverb,
the Kathedral, or the Rockit, but who can afford
that? It’s well over $500 for one night.
Do you have any creepy stories about the
Masons?
L: Not really.

CW: I do, but I’ll have to tell you later
(laughter).
You don’t want to get knocked off. Do you
know the CTV building – the Masonic
Temple. There are all kinds of crazy stories
about the fifth floor in that building.
L: Oh really?
Yeah. They must have cleaned it out but I
think there was a throne with a skeleton with
a crown on it sitting in the throne and then a
treasure box of jewels or something like that.
L: I have seen pictures of the upstairs part of
the Masonic Lodge and it looked pretty weird.
There was a throne with red carpets, that sort
of thing happening, but I have never been up
there. All the shows are downstairs. There are
no skeletons in any of the photos.
CH: I don’t know if they want to advertise that.
It’s the marvel of engineering. And then
knock with your ring. Anyway, the masons.
Tell us…you re-located to Toronto and you
are doing shows at your house, which is just
down the street I understand. Tell us about
re-locating to Toronto. Why did you come to
Toronto?
L: I was actually always from Toronto. I was
sheltered for a while going to a Catholic school.
There was no one there playing any kind of
music let alone hardcore so for me I kind of
came to hardcore a little later than other people.
Moving downtown, for me, was getting out of
my house. Just getting out of that environment
was really cool and getting closer to school
because I am a student at U. of T. Moving into
the city where more things happen and there is
more access to things that are not happening in
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the suburbs. Not to give up on the suburbs, but
sort of needing to get down here and do our
own thing. All of us moved in together just
about a month ago.
Well most of us grew up in the suburbs. Like
I grew up in North York and I would have
been grateful to be going to shows in North
York. And then when I started living in North
York, I moved out and we started doing
shows at our place and all the kids from the
area, all my brother’s friends were grateful
that we were doing shows. I am sure that
you turned lots of kids onto hardcore by
doing shows in Streetsville. Not you but the
rest of the kids. It is amazing to see the scenes
developing in suburbs. Not to take away from
… I guess that is what you are trying to say
we shouldn’t discredit the suburbs, but in
some ways by moving to Toronto you almost
graduate in a way to the Toronto scene.
CW: Well part of it was graduating high school.
My distaste for the suburbs sent me to St.
George campus here. I lived in residence for a
few years and then we decided to move out
and get a house together.
Yeah, because res is always fun.
L: Oh god. There is not enough time for res
stories.
Definitely not.
CW: It’s nice to have our own place. We’ve
got two floors in a house on Beverley. 157
Beverley St.
S: And a cat.
L: And a small cat that doesn’t really like
hardcore as much as the rest of us.
How many shows have happened at the
house?
L: Just one.
So far.
CW: Friends of ours from Ithaca named

MARATHON came down for a show. Hung
out. It was a pretty good turn out and good time.
It went well.
CW: Yeah.
No complaints from the neighbours?
CW: Well the neighbours attached to us are in
a really bad band and seem to play at the
weirdest of hours, like Monday at 10:00pm they
decide to practice. So they have nothing to
complain about as far as I am concerned.
L: And it is pretty much students and young
people around there so I don’t think we have
to worry. I just hope that the landlords who
own all those buildings doesn’t find out about
it. I don’t see that happening because I don’t
think anyone in that little strip is going to call
or anything like that. At least that is what we
are hoping for the next little while.
So I guess this is going to be an ongoing thing.
L: We want to try and make it that. Another
plan we sort of have is to - well most of us
don’t have the funds to do this, but it is
something we would like to do down the road
- is get together a lot of people and try and
open up a DIY art space in Toronto. We have
seen it work in so many in different cities that
we have been to and we feel that Toronto is
really lacking that sort of space. I guess now
with the new no smoking by-law it is not such
a big deal because all kids can come out to bars
but it is still fun to separate from the “buy
alcohol” mentality, where you need that to
sustain the show. It is more fun to bring it into
your own home or into a community space
where people are doing a lot of different
creative and resistance oriented things. So that
is sort of the plan for us, but for right now we
don’t have that option so our home is good
enough.
CW: We have some awesome shows coming
up in July and August. July we’ll have THE
HOLY SHROUD, HOT CROSS, and THE
ONE AM RADIO tour come through, and in
august we’ll have FORENSICS and
BARONESS tour.
Tell us about the name I SPOKE. Where does
that come from ? You read a quote at the
beginning of the set. Is that related to the
name ?

Chris Hannah on bass.



L: For me I am going to talk about what it means
to me because Chris W actually came up with
the name long before I was in the band. For me
the quote I read sort of is what the name means
to me and I guess since I am the one with the
mic, then I sort of represent the band when we
play. That was actually a quote from Audre
Lorde who is a feminist revolutionary – a self
described black, mother, warrior, poet, and
lesbian – a lot of her work has been very
influential for me. I am in women’s studies and
so a lot of stuff is based around what I have
learned through that and a lot of my actions
are based around that and other activist work.
It sort came out of the way we’re seeing that a
lot of marginalized people, not only in the
mainstream but also in hardcore, don’t really
have a voice. So for me I SPOKE is about
bringing those issues up, but I think I SPOKE
very nicely became that for other people, maybe
Chris that is what you had in mind when you
first came up with the name.
CW: Really, when we were coming up with a
name it seemed like names had become too
generic and you see all these “hardcore” bands
with blood and death and …
CH: …knives, and September…
CW: …months…
CW: Everything had been done and done
poorly. We wanted something that was a little
different that didn’t involve skulls or hearts or
wings or angels or any of that cliché stuff. I
think it is open ended enough that each person
can take from it whatever they want, and the
most important point, we like it.
I want to ask you about your sound. Can you
describe your sound. Have you been
reviewed by anybody ? I guess we were e-
mailing about this because I was trying to
pin down your sound a bit. What do you
sound like or what have people said you
sound like or what do you hope to sound like?
CW: I have heard REVERSAL
OF MAN. That’s one that I like.
L: Yeah, I agree.
CW: If I had to pick a band that
to hope we sound like it may
be PORTRAITS OF PAST
mixed with URANUS or
REVERSAL OF MAN or
HONEYWELL. I like that mid-
90’s kind of DIY hardcore vibe
that was going on.
L: Yeah I think that is mainly who people think
of. Unfortunately, I’ve found that because we
are a female fronted band, we get compared
with bands like TO DREAM OF AUTUMN or
the ASSISTANT, even though both of those
bands rule.
S: The trouble is that we don’t have new
material out to be reviewed yet.
Okay, I am going to ask you a related
question, but it is slightly different. If you
had to limit your record collections to five
releases what would they be?
L: REVERSAL OF MAN “Revolution
Summer”.

CW: Yeah that would have to be one,
“Revolution Summer” is the anthem for every
summer.
L: At the beginning of every summer
somewhere I write “Revolution Summer”.
What else ?
CH: I would take anything by LIGHTNING
BOLT.
L: Actually I would take something by THE
ASSISTANT because I am really influenced
by Leigh, she is really great. I don’t know which
release, maybe I would put a bunch of stuff
together. But definitely some of the stuff that
the ASSISTANT has done has touched me.
You can list 5 individually. You don’t have
to do this list as a collective group.
S: We all get together and listen to the same
stuff in the kitchen or whatever while doing
dishes.
CW: I’m really rocking out to FUNERAL

DINER right now. The
PORTRAITS OF PAST LP
would be on my list, it’s probably
one of my favorite records of all
time. The HONEYWELL /
REACH OUT split would be in
there, the MOHINDER
discography, and the URANUS
2X7’’.
L: And YAPHET KOTTO would

be up there, as well. I think we have stumbled
over enough to give you an idea.
In every description I have ever read about
the band the descriptor term “political” gets
used. What are the band’s politics?
L: The band became more “political” when I
joined. Can I make a side comment first of all?
I have become frustrated with the term
“political” because every band is political it is
just that some people’s politics follow a more
mainstream political line than others. No matter
what you are saying you are making a very clear
political statement it is just somehow …because
we are saying something more direct or more
narrowed down or more against what you hear

every day in the media it is political. I guess
our political stance comes from a lot of work
that I have done through anti-oppression. It is
sort of my own journey learning about anti-
oppression politics which comes out of anti-
sexist, anti-racist, anti-homophobic, and
dealing with issues of class, capitalism and the
list goes on. Really looking at where we are
coming from. For us, it means so much because
fundamentally the structure of hardcore is anti-
capitalist, anti-establishment. You know, people
don’t get taxed at the door. For us looking at
the structure of hardcore and seeing that there
is all this potential but not all the actions are
matching up. You know going to a punk show
and seeing mainly white straight dudes is
frustrating. Some of the lyrics are blatantly
horrible and some of them are not really
speaking to anyone’s experience and are really
upholding that exclusive “club” idea. What
happens is the other people get pushed out. I
mean part of the reason why I couldn’t be in a
band until I was 21 was because I went to shows
and I never felt like I could be a part of that.
And so for me, I get up there and I put myself
on the line and I get some bad feedback, but I
get a lot of great feedback. That’s what keeps
me going. Getting people together not just
talking about this blanket scene unity thing
because sometimes when we shout unity I think
that we forget that there are differences that
need to be celebrated rather than ignored in
order to bring us together. So working towards
community, at the sake of sounding like a hippy
or whatever, but that’s where we are coming
from and I think that there is that potential. It
is difficult. We have to challenge ourselves to
look at things from new angles and it is not
always easy and it is kind of what we are trying
to do. That was a big rant. Sorry about that.
No no. There was lots of things that you
brought up including the word “community”
and I just want to make a comment.
“Community” is now the thing that we talk
about in terms of organizing structures that

Scott, using sticks with marshmellow tips, on drums.



are closest to us that we think we have an
effect on. That’s why the term “community”
is bantered around a lot. I don’t think it is
hippy like. But I want to ask you a more
hippy like question. Are individuals in the
band in organizations that are geared
towards change ? Like I think you work at
Grassroots.
L: Yeah.
And you also do stuff for OPIRG ?
L: Yeah. I am on the Board of Directors at
OPIRG. I do stuff at the U of T’s women’s
centre. For me, that is who I am. In some ways
it has humbled me. In some ways it has sort of
helped me out in my life and what is going on.
And so that is what I like about it. It is that
balance of seeing where I am coming from
where things are shitty and places that I come
from that make me think about where I am
privileged. I am definitely active in those types
of organizations.
CW: I am pretty active with politics at U. of T.
I was the Student Council President of New
College last year. I am just trying to get into
these organizations and break down the
hierarchy and try and push them towards
change.
L: Especially bringing in an Equity Director
was a good thing, Chris helped to get this into
place at New College.
CH: I myself, just being in this band, I feel it is
very important for me. I am starting to get my
feet into this. There are just so many new ideas
that are being introduced to me. I am just taking
all of it in. Just like going to shows, reading up
on Leah’s zines. Everything is very new to me.
S: I agree with Chris H on this. One of the great
experiences of living in a house together is the
late night talks.
CH: Very late.
S: Basically just learning a lot of new things.
You kind of forget what time it is when you
get inspired.
S: Yeah there is a lot of inspiration going
through that house.

Who writes the lyrics ? Is that mostly you
Leah ?
L: Yeah.
What are some of the things you sing about?
L: Okay, I could talk about songs that we did
today. The first one was “the ideology of the
cancer cell” and that is from a button I saw,
which said ‘growth for the sake of growth is
the ideology of the cancer cell’ and so the song
is about how we live in a culture of
consumption. Everyone in my family, all the
middle aged, the thing they are most worried
about getting is cancer. What is ironic about it
is that the people who are most afraid don’t
see how our culture and our society promotes
the same ideology of a disease and I would say
that the way that our culture is constructed is
connected with how environmentally and
socially it can promote the epidemic of cancer.
It is ironic and sad. I think we need to think
about these things systemically and how they
not just an individual thing. Another one is
“Who’s Voice” I wrote it basically about getting
into a band so late in my life. I know very few
women who are in bands. I feel like I need to
be able to say these things so that maybe other
people will say these things as well, in order to
get those voices moving. I go to a lot of
hardcore shows, you know those metal-core
bands where all they talk about
is their girlfriends and how they
are going to kill them and it is
isolating. It really just mirrors
what you see in mainstream
culture with the perpetuation of
violence against women. Other
things we talk about are how
private industries become
cultural industries. Issues of
imperialism and colonialism, a wide variety of
stuff really.
What is your favourite song from a lyrical
standpoint and why do you like it ?
L: It is called “Selling the Myth of Nationalism”
and is about, on a basic level, the beer industry

and how companies like Molson’s have
commercials where women are there but they
never say anything. I like it because it is very
direct and it talks about a lot of different issues.
CW: that song will be appearing on a
compilation that we’re putting together called
“Community not Commodity”. It will be
released on the Culture Industry.
CH: I would have to say that my favourite song
lyrically is “Friends not Fans”. Basically it just
talks about how even though we are a band we
tend to not play on stages. We try and avoid
them as much as possible. We don’t like the
idea of people being put up on pedestals
because they are “the musicians”. But there are
other people in the scene, in this community
that we can build, and they are important people
too. If you are putting together zines, bringing
records or just showing up and having a good
time and encouraging everyone to have a great
time. That’s pretty much what we were aiming
for.
Eventually, whatever activity you do you can
inspire people in some way, shape, or form.
They’ve read your zine, they have a comment
on it, or sparked an idea.
S: It’s hard to name just one song because it
has been such a long time for Leah to not have
been to have this venue to express herself. They
can get very emotional and they all have great
ideas. I do like “Ideology of the Cancer Cell”,
but all the songs mean a lot to me.
CW: My favourite one is the one we played
last tonight. It’s called “That Which Divides
Us”. It’s about the problems of capitalism and
how people in the scene are more interested in
consuming records and merch than in ideas.
We played in New York City one time and this
girl comes up and not only did her shirt say “I
Give Good Blowjobs” or something….
CH: No it said “I Can Deep throat”….
CW: …even better, she came up and she said
“Do you guys have any vinyl ?” and we said
“No”. And she walked away.
CH: The shirt was written in rhinestones, too,
mind you.
CW: That just seems to be the attitude of the
kids, they just want to consume. They want to
buy just this and that and they don’t want to sit
back and listen to the actual bands. So “that

which divides us” is kind of a
song about building a
community that is not focused
on the commodification music.
CH: This also brings me back to
a show a week ago or so. It was
really upsetting because the
crowd was all into it and
applauding while we were
playing, but when it came down

to when Leah had something really important
to say, there were people just chatting it up.
It’s almost like you are background noise.
You wonder if anyone is paying attention.
L: Not that it has to bee a Police State where
everyone has to be listening, but…
CH: …it is common courtesy.

Left to Right: Lean on vocals, Scott on drums, and Chris, with his back to us, on bass.



…and you guys are making the effort.
L: The music is what I am saying. They are
totally linked. Obviously I am screaming when
I am up there, but part of that for me is the raw
energy of how we feel about these things. This
style of music is sort of the best venue for
putting this stuff forward. It’s just difficult and
so when I bring it down a level and talk about
what I had just said or what I am about to do or
rather what we are about to do it’s frustrating.
However we recognize that there are limitations
and that we are trying to work with those.
I wanted to ask you about recording because
we played a new recording at the beginning
of the show and I understand that you have
done some recording recently. What is
happening with that ?
CW: We recorded 5 songs, 4 of which will be
going on a split with our friends
PANSERBJORNE. It will probably be released
on a label from the UK called Black Print. And
it might be a split label release with our label,
which is called Culture Industry Records and
maybe with someone in the States if we can
find someone cool that likes us. And the fifth
song, which I mentioned earlier, is going to go
on a comp we’re putting together for Culture
Industry which is going to be called
“Community not Commodity”. It will be
focusing on a lot of the ideas that we’ve already
been talking about like community and DIY/
DIT and that sort of stuff.
Will the comp be mostly local or will there
be some international bands on it.
CW: It will be mostly local.
Will it be geared towards an ideology ?
CW: Yeah there are a few bands from New
York. It seems like New York and New Jersey
have a scene that is pretty hip with what we are
trying to do, more than the local scene
unfortunately.
L: But we have brought together a bunch of
local bands.
Tell us about the label the culture industry.
It’s not just a label that puts out I SPOKE
material.
L: No.
CW: It would be a pretty sparse label. It took
it’s name from a chapter in a book called “The
Dialectic of Enlightenment” written by Adorno
and Horkeheimer. Adorno wrote
a lot about culture in the mid-
40’s in the U.S. He talks a lot
about mainstream culture and
how it is all based around a
certain “sameness”. That is, all
mainstream culture is the same
and boring, it offers nothing in
the way of cultural stimulation.
Well, that’s the way that I
interpret it. It is really funny because I find that
it parallels very closely with the way that I see
the hardcore scene in comparison to what I
think a hardcore scene should be. I thought it
was kind of fitting and we just really want to
put out good music by good bands that need
support. The website is

www.thecultureindustry.org.
We also put together a
record distro because
I am sick of paying
shipping and
exchange and all these
other fees to try and
get some decent music
in here so we made a
few huge orders of
records and hopefully
we can make the
music that we enjoy
more accessible to
kids. Make it more
accessible for people
who don’t want to
deal with shipping and
fees and outrageous
exchange rates.
L: And another thing
we are going to do is
make stickers and
patches and zines and
t-shirts and stuf f.
Basically it is
providing cultural
creations and so we
are trying to give
alternative culture that
people can get into
and figure out that is
also a critique of our
mainstream culture.
The distro, is it
available only at
your house at shows?
CW: No it’s on-line on
the website. If you go
to the culture industry website
www.thecultureindustry.org, there is a section
that says distro. The on-line ordering isn’t ready
yet, but there is a mail order form. You can
send us your money via paypal, money order,
or well concealed cash. All the basics and then
we’ll ship it out. I really want to focus on
Canadian people. We don’t want to be
supplying to the states because that is where
the records are coming from.
Yeah and there is so much effort with trying

to get the material up here. I
understand. The zines, do you
do zines ?
L: I have kind of done smaller
zine stuff here and there but
mainly it is going to be stuff
from other folks. I have piles
and piles of material on my
computer that I should actually
do something with at some

point, but the zines are local and stuff from the
States. The focus is on material with a DIY punk
ethic and that sort of thing. Talking about
hardcore and anti-oppression issues, talking
about DIY and other material.
Okay, I want to go back to the releases that
you have done. What have you put out so far

because we didn’t talk about them ? Do you
want to talk about them a little ? What
releases do you have out to date ?
CW: We have a CD released that we self-
released called “Faith in Chaos” with our old
singer. Then we released “A Collective
Journey” – a 2 song CD with 4 videos on it.
That was also with the old singer released on a
Cleveland label called D.S. Records. Then we
released the one comp track on the D.S. Records
comp. On the comp it is called “Destroying a
Masterpiece”, but now with Leah’s lyrics it’s
called “Exclusion by Language” and it will be
available on what we release next. Hopefully
what we recorded today will come out well,
even though there were some technical
difficulties.
CH: I broke a string.
CW: Hopefully if that comes out well we could
release that.
L: And also there is the one where, the first
song that you played. That was actually
recorded and quickly mixed for the “for the
kids fest” comp.
CW: We were supposed to play a fest in North
Carolina but we had some severe border
troubles.
Tell us about what happened when you tried

Chris Woodford on guitar.



to get across the border.
CW: Basically, if you are going to cross the
border, it’s not hard, just make sure that your
singer doesn’t have a planner where she wrote
down all the show dates and coloured them in.
So that when they search the van, and you know
they will because everyone is trying to sneak
drugs across, and they find said planner with
said dates and basically they will question you
and take your finger prints and your
photographs. Basically, you get entered into the
American database of criminals.
L: What happened was that we were really bad
liars. We were in that mode of “We’re going to
play the States. Going to play some shows.
Wahoo.” We were playing three shows that
weekend.
S: We were interrogated and that wasn’t very
fun.
L: We were interrogated in separate rooms.
Then they would put us in holding rooms after
that. They questioned us separately. We knew
we were screwed right there because who
knows what the other person said. What
happened was we figured it was better to go
with the truth at one point because if they did
catch us and we continued to lie we likely would
have got a ban from the States or arrested or
who knows what but basically it was just a lot
of staring down by old white guys.
And they play the “He Said, She Said”
game….
L: Yeah this was sort of the tactic that got me
to say “Okay we are playing shows but we are
not getting paid any money”. He leaned back
in his chair. He had been leaning in talking to
me asking me all these questions. There was
another border guard there going this is fraud.
And so he leans back and …it was right out of
a movie … he takes off his glasses and he looks
at me and says “You know we’re not stupid
around here.” And I thought “Okay. Fuck.”
“I’m going to ask you one more time” he says.
And I thought what are you going to do? We’re
four punk kids trying to play some shows for
an art space, a women’s centre
and a benefit for new
immigrants….
…and you are going to be
putting all the American
artists out of business.
CW: Right.
L: Exactly, we’re damaging the
economy for the $30 we were
going to make. And the $100 we
would have spent on gas. So it was totally brutal
but whatever.
Forget about the cultural exchange.
L: Yeah.
CW: We’re evading their tax policies.
So now can you go to the States or not ?
S: Yeah, but not with musical equipment.
L: Actually a funny story that is the continuation
of that story is that the next day myself and the
two Chris’ had this exciting idea that we would
just go to the Ithaca show. We were supposed
to play New Brunswick, New Jersey, Ithaca,

New York, and New York City. Ithaca is only
about a four hour drive. So the next day we
were like “Fuck this, man. We’ll just go to the
border. We won’t go with any gear. We’ll get
across.” And so we are pulling up to the border
and all of us are looking at each other thinking
what the fuck do we think we are doing ? Are
we actually going to do this? How are we going
to get across the border? They are going to think
we are insane. But anyway, we got this young
guy and he was pretty cool. He said I don’t
really care that much. Of course we had to pull
over and sit in customs and all these things,
but he did let us go. At least we had one
successful attempt. We haven’t tried to cross
since then.
CW: We used a fake band name so they
wouldn’t know it was us.
CH: We met some nice people. The show in
Ithaca was tight.
L: Amazing. It was really good.
CW: We just have to get our friends to sneak
gear across the border for us. We met some nice

people who are willing to do
that. And for that we will be
forever indebted to them. That’s
our plan. Or we need to find an
awesome American band to take
us on tour with them and we can
borrow all their gear (laughter).
So is that a plan for the
summer ? Will you be actually
trying to tour this summer ?

CW: It seems like that is the only place that is
more accepting to what we are trying to do.
So you don’t think you could play anywhere
in Canada ?
CH: We are aiming for the Maritimes, if all
else fails.
It’s nice out there.
CW: Halifax I hear is cool. Actually Ottawa is
awesome. We played in Ottawa. It’s like the
scene in Ottawa never died.
L: If we could, I definitely would rather stay
up here and avoid border hassles and do our

thing and that is sort of why we are starting the
label and starting sohc, to get people going
locally because it is way better to not have to
take a car thousands of miles away and be
supported. I think it is more fun to support
people around us. It would be nice to play to
people in our own province and around Canada
but right now the scene is more alive for what
we are up to in the east coast in the States and
the west coast in the Bay Area.
But the benefits of touring are about finding
out about bands that have similar ideologies
and being inspired by some of the things that
they are doing. You know, the cultural
exchange. Those are parts of the reasons why
people go on tour.
L: That is definitely what I am hoping for. That
all the cities we play in we come across we
find those people who are into what we are
doing and get to see some awesome things,
which has happened already.
CH: Yeah so like in Ithaca so far that has been
the case. Every band was just so active… …and
that was just one show.
CH: Everyone was there and everyone was
having a good time and it was just amazing.
Something completely new that I had never
seen before really.
How can people get in touch with the band ?
CW: We have a website ispoke.sohc.org. sohc
stands for Southern Ontario Hardcore.
L: Similar to the EXD site. exd.sohc.org. Just
slot ispoke in there.
Right, there you go.
CW: 157 Beverley Street, Apt. # 1
L: Drop by.
CW: and hang out.
Which is just one block south of here.
L: It is a ten minute walk and a two minute
bike ride.
We timed them. Before the show they had to
go home to get the CD with the new material
on it. Any last comments.
Thanks for having us.
Thanks for playing.

Chris on guitar, Leah on vocals, and Chris on bass.



w/ BUNCHOFUCKINGOOFS, KROTCH
WROTT, PSYCHO ACTIVIST, and more we didn’t check out.
July 30-August 2, 2004

By Craig Caron

So what do you do on a Saturday evening 5 hours northeast of Hamilton,
enjoying the peace and tranquility of a friend’s cottage on a picturesque
lake? The options that came to mind were 1. drive to Wilno in search of
the ghost and Ukrainian-Polish vampire that have been haunting the
surrounding region
for a hundred years or
2. drive to
R O C K i n g h a m /
QUADeville to visit
PUNKFEST. We
decided to head out in
search of Spider ’s
new property located
on a quiet road in the Madawaska Highlands, which is pretty close to
the middle of nowhere as the nearest beer store is 45 minutes away. Lost
in the curves and hills of the countryside we knew we were at Spider’s
once we see the 8 foot high fence made up of pointed logs that enclosed
portions of the property. If it wasn’t for the dogs running free and the
crusty punks loitering it could be Branch Davidian Territory.

It’s 8 p.m. and the BFGs are playing on the makeshift stage in the
middle of a muddy field. Steve is ranting about punching crack heads

out, as dogs play
and drunk punx
stumble in the
muddy hay. A
few people are
lying behind the
stage on account
of too much PCP
or alcohol (not
sunstroke, it’s
been pissing all

day). Trying to ask folks who’s played is met with no response. It seems
like most people couldn’t recall or care, though most people were certain
that the DAYGLO ABORTIONS did play Friday night at 3 am (like I
fuckin care). As the BFGs finished their set Citizen Greg was attempting
to manage the stage. Despite multiple yells for a band to play nobody
seemed to be
moving.

K R O T C H
WROTT take the
stage about 15
minutes later, a name
I’ve seen on flyers
but not a band I’ve
heard. I was scared
when they pulled out
a keyboard but they
managed to
incorporate some
palatable 60’s

Punkfest 2004
(aka Spiders
Birthday Bash)

s h o w   r e v i e w

elements into their crusty sound. The singer fuckin shit a lung screaming!
She had a great hoarse voice. Their bassist is drunk, loud and one fuckin
angry guy. His band tries to keep him composed throughout the set.
Then something happened and I’m not sure how it unfolded but suddenly
he is yelling and threatening to kill the crowd. He is totally pissed and is
itching for a fight. The pint sized singer holds him back and yells at him
to play. As he is making threats people in the crowd flip him the bird.
The bassist dares people to come to the stage where he kicks some guy
in the chest. Nothing develops and the band finishes with a GG cover.
While Citizen Greg tries to find another band we are entertained with
mud covered folks falling in the pit, tripping on holes in the ground and
the intoxicated babble of the KROTCH WROTT bassist who is
explaining to the band that somebody threw shit at him.

20 minutes pass while PSYCHO ACTIVIST set up. In the meantime,
a woman provides beer funnels to the crowd. She scours the stage for

partially drank beer that has
been abandoned or sitting
atop an amp all evening.
Yep a nice way to drink
cigarette butts and catch TB
– an amusing spectator
sport.

PSYCHO ACTIVIST
played the longest set I have
seen them play. Between
songs we got a lot of banter
and diatribes from Greg
which is welcomed in my
book. After a long,
entertaining set we waited
as the funnel girl taunted the
Punkfest “rookies” that
have accompanied us. After
much confusion around the
stage there was word that

the DAYGLOS were playing next (big fuckin deal) so we waited around.
After 20 minutes nobody had hit the stage and Steve Goof could be
heard asking his band if they wanted to play again. We took this as our
key to leave for a roaring campfire and loon calls at the cottage. At this
point it was pitch dark so our fantastic driver had loads of fun backing
the van down a mud covered narrow road, avoiding a documentary crew,
stumbling punks and their frolicking dogs, maybe even the 68-year-old
birthday boy himself. Yes the van did get stuck and many people got
sprayed with a mixture of hay, mud and shit.

For a list of bands that played, bands that showed up but didn’t
play for whatever reasons, bands that didn’t show up at all etc. visit
www.punkfest.com

BUNCHOFUCKINGOOFS

BUNCHOFUCKINGOOFS

KROTCH WROTT

PSYCHO ACTIVIST

PSYCHO ACTIVIST



A Tale of Two Cities: Under Pressure in
Montreal and Toronto
July 31 and August 1, 2004

by Bolex Boy

I’ve almost given up on ever filming a punk or hardcore show with a
16mm Bolex camera. But I certainly wanted to see this show. Hardcore
Matinée, said the flyer stuck to the bulletin board at Aux Vivres vegan
restaurant (4631 St-Laurent). “In a fucking basement as it should be.”
With UNDER PRESSURE from Winnipeg and Montreal locals …AND
THE SAGA CONTINUES. I wanted to see the basement.

I’m really more interested in documenting shows than in writing
about bands. There are lots of band interviews and record reviews in
zines. And I’m never sure of those comparisons between how bands
sound. The musicians sometimes don’t even agree that they sound
anything like that. Maybe there are more important things to compare
than musical styles. Like what kind of van they drive. Or the emotional
intensity of the singer. The flyer said that UNDER PRESSURE is “driving
UK ’82-style hardcore with a touch of INFEST.” Maybe they sound like
that on their records. But their album Still No Future (Sound Pollution)
has covers of early 1980s Washington D.C. bands THE FAITH and
VOID. I’m not sure what I heard in the basement.

It was at a typical three-story Montreal apartment building near De
Lormier and Ontario. There is a store on the corner that sells equipment
for growing plants indoors and on the other side is a fast food outlet that
seems to specialize in French fries. A new condo building is going up
nearby. On Saturday afternoon with very heavy rain, there were the two
bands, some friends and a small group of DISCHARGE punks. This is
Montreal and they were drinking good European beers, not 40oz bottles
of malt liquor. Occasionally a car full of working class Montreal families
curved through the parking lot. Parents had looks of shock and disgust
at the little gang of punks trying to dry their black t-shirts and socks
after the rain had stopped. I’ve often thought that punks in faded black
clothes are like some strange religious order with a message about the
end of the world. “The smell of death is near. It’s presence is ever near.”

UNDER PRESSURE were driving a long white passenger van. It
was so new that it was surely rented and I wondered about the hopeless
economy of touring in a van like that and playing basement shows. You’d
need to sell a lot of t-shirts. They mostly looked like nice middle-class
kids with weird haircuts and all wearing band shirts. They seemed tired
from a long drive but having fun. …AND THE SAGA CONTINUES
have an old rusty red van and the papers are eight months out of date.
The show was in the basement of the apartment block. Heavy guitar
cabinets had to be negotiated down slippery and half-rotten wooden
steps. The bottom step was completely broken and held in place only by
inertia or a prayer.

With just two bands it was a leisurely afternoon. SIX CENT
LEGEND had to cancel because they lost (I think) their bass player. But

they were present. “Four bucks for two bands!” someone complained
when the rain started again and everyone went into the basement and
put the money in a Tupperware container held out by the organizer. I
thought of how much gasoline the UNDER PRESSURE van must take.
With a total of thirty people in the basement the door receipts must have
been about sixty dollars. The organizer politely gave me a dollar change.

… AND THE SAGA CONTINUES are a bit older than the touring
band and dress in worn black t-shirts. They played a short set of fast
hardcore with shouted vocals. You can hear them on a useful compilation
of local bands called “Montreal Spirit” (Dare to Care Records). The fast
and chaotic song lasts for 22 seconds. The sound was very loud in the
brick basement, a medium-sized room that could hold at most 50 people.
Somebody must have cleared all the usual basement garbage out so it
could be used for shows. I wondered about the neighbours upstairs who
apparently didn’t mind full blast hardcore on a Saturday afternoon. The
organizer was careful to close the heavy back door (half falling off its
hinges) to keep the sound inside. The basement got sweaty, the little air
quickly used up.

There is an emotional situation that some people describe as a limit.
You can experience it from fatigue, stress, not eating properly. Many
touring bands must be quite close to it. The singer of UNDER
PRESSURE had changed from a white shirt slit down the sides into a
small black t-shirt. With the basement door sealed shut again, he paced
with nervous energy at the side. The band started with an instrumental
that had a heavy insistent beat. Then the singer slipped through the crowd
to the microphone and thanked people for coming. For the next song or
two they had some difficulties with guitar amps, though it sounded good
enough for a pit to develop immediately in front of them. Later in the
madness, one light went out and the band played in semi-darkness.  But
then the band came together with an intense energy for three or four
songs. The musicians were tight and the singer sheer emotion. A tiny
space, loud music, not enough oxygen. A ritualized violent pit that
included the singer. Or madness in which something passes back and
forward between singer and audience. Perhaps it was just me, also at a
limit. The singer half-naked emotional energy and screaming for two or
three songs at birth and death. This was not about the lyrics but something
beyond that. There was one terrifying moment when he shouted that
there was a hole in his chest and it was unclear whether in the confused
dark pit someone hit him with a sharp instrument or whether in a
particularly dangerous moment his soul had been stolen. I wanted to
protest that it was not me (it was probably those DISCHARGE kids) but
then in the basement there was nothing to do but one song later to unseal
the heavy door and walk in a silent daze into the air of Montreal city.

They played again in Toronto the next day. Actually they played
twice. First at a weekend punk-metal-hardcore show at the 360 club on
Queen St. With a lot of crappy bands, someone said. But I wasn’t there
and don’t know. It probably helped with gas money because the second
time they played for free.

Planet Kensington is a tiny bar operated by some longtime punks
in Toronto. It used to be known simply as the Greeks and is on a small
one-way street in the old Kensington vegetable and fish market. It has
just been repainted but looks remarkably the same: a bar on the right as
you enter and bands set up at the back wall, more or less blocking the
stairs to the toilets downstairs. Outside on a Sunday night the small
stores were shuttered and the streets mostly empty. A young employee at
a local record store
cycled by and said
hello to friends but
he was on his way to
a popular indie rock
night. The UNDER
PRESSURE van
showed up, having
some difficulty with
the maze of narrow
one-way streets.
Local band



CONCRETE TANK was playing its first show and apparently using
parents’ vehicles: the base drum on the backseat of a small sedan, guitar
amps in a passenger mini-van.

The people who normally hang out at this bar are away at Punkfest,
held this weekend on property near a small Ontario town. Most people
here are friends of CONCRETE TANK and came to support their first
show. They play a well-rehearsed set of political hardcore with a very
powerful woman singer. She speaks between some of the songs to explain
the lyrics: an ordinary person caught by the promises of the U.S. army
but who ends up in a war. Buoyed by an enthusiastic response, they play
an extra song at the end of their set.

I didn’t really expect UNDER PRESSURE to repeat the experience
of Montreal. It was the last show of their tour and there was apparently
some friction in the band. Audiences in Toronto mostly just stand and
maybe nod to the music. There was no pit like in Montreal. And when
the singer pushed into the crowd, screaming in someone’s face, there
were no steadying hands but he was shoved roughly back. This time
there was no dramatic entrance. It was a good band, tired out from a
grueling tour. The singer apparently hit the guitar player in the face by
accident. When the set was over there was a raw red patch on his cheek.
“It’s the end of our tour, we hate each other but we love you all,” the
singer said into the microphone. And then apologized when confronted
by the injured player. I’m sorry man.

Punk is my Life
By Chiwy (Mexico City)

My Beginnings
I have already been involved with punk for more than ten years and I
seem even closer to my beginnings in this movement.

I remember that when I was a boy I loved photos of punks. It was
the early 1980s and punks scandalized society with their way of dressing
in England and many other parts of the world. Imagine youth with colored
hair, suspended in spike and mohawks, clothes torn and with patches.
The images were surprising and attractive to see. The photos appeared
on TV, in the newspapers and magazines. I liked them a lot but the truth
is I never thought that I would transform myself into one of them.

When I was older I liked to go by a place in the city where the
punks met each other. I would gaze at them from afar. I only saw the
image. Nobody knew then what punk meant, about its ideas, its forms of
life, nothing.

When I was sixteen, I was in the house of a school friend doing an
assignment and there I heard it for the first time. My friend had a few
punk CDs. In those years I liked Hard Rock and Heavy Metal, commercial
things. Punk was something completely new. It had an energy that I had
never felt before and the messages, the songs against the army, against
the government. I loved it instantly. The band was RIP from the Basque
Country. In the following days I sought more punk music, buying it and
requesting it from my friend.

The ideas also convinced me immediately. Before I had no interest
in politics but now punk music talked to me about how rotten the world
is and I knew the songs were right. In some magazines about underground
rock I saw the first reviews of punk fanzines and immediately I wanted
to obtain them. Little by little I did this and my ideas changed in step
with my clothes. A patch here, studs there, a little color in the hair…

I didn’t have many problems with my parents because of my clothes.
In the beginning they got angry a bit but when they saw I had good ideas
and was not going the route of drugs they supported me.

In those days I went to a supposedly “punk” concert. I liked the
music a little but not what I saw there: heaps of alcohol and drugs,
people falling unconscious on the ground. What happened? Where was

c o l u m n s

the attitude of punk struggle? I did not understand well what was
happening but inside myself I knew that this was not what I was looking
for and a little later understood that not everything that punks say and
look is real.

The J.A.R.
I was then a half-solitary punk. I didn’t know more punks. There were
none in my neighbourhood and in school there were just two but we
didn’t understand each other well. We barely talked. My friend who
introduced me to punk music was never a punk. He only liked some of
the ideas and the music. In the zines that I obtained I read about a
collective of punks who had destroyed a McDonalds protesting against
a racist law in the state of California, Bill 187 which wanted to take
away all the rights of illegal Mexicans. Because of that I knew this
collective named Revolutionary Antiauthoritarian Youth (JAR). I wanted
to meet them and that happened. I did not know it but in the evening
period of my school there was a punk from this collective. He organized
a series of talks in the school, talks about antifascism, feminism and
punk. In this way I finally met the JAR punks. I couldn’t believe it.
Between meeting them and getting to know them for several months, I
began to go to the meetings and participate in activities, things that I
continue to do today.

By then I felt completely punk. I had also just become vegetarian
though I knew about this before being punk from a leftist Mexican writer
who promoted vegetarianism. When I had read this writer and learned
the thoughts of punks about animal liberation, I was convinced and
converted to vegetarianism as soon as I could. I also continue very
convinced about this. At one time I wanted to be vegan but the life I
choose and the place where I live does not make this viable.

I innocently thought before joining the JAR that as soon as I joined
the collective the world would change. I thought it easy, that it was just
a matter of organizing oneself a bit and spreading our ideas and the
world would change. And why not? Why would people not immediately
be convinced by ideas of liberty? Joining in the collective I was surprised
by the knowledge of some of the participants, they seemed very intelligent
and active. But those were the few. There were also many who came to
the meetings only to play and say silly things, a way of passing the time
and feel that you are doing something “revolutionary”. With that I
understood that to organize yourself is not easy and even more to put in
place changing the world. I was more surprised to see that all our talks,
all our leaflets and publications did not have the result that I hoped. The
world did not seem to change and people called us crazy, utopian, etc.
The most understanding just said, “how wonderful to think young,” but
of course did nothing to change anything. I discovered what apathy
reigns society but also that here in Mexico people worry more about
feeding their family than a revolution. This did not throw me down. I
kept my energy and continued in the collective. I loved the things we
did and understood that changes are not made overnight and what the
hell, I was having fun and learning a lot!

Learning to struggle
Before I joined the JAR I did not have much knowledge of political
theory and I am pleased that I learned much there from my compañeros.
We also shared many texts and sometimes read them together, analyzing
and discussing them, principally from anarchism but also many others:
texts from the Zapatistas, situationists, Spanish, German and Italian
autonomists, books about Latin American guerrillas like the Tupamaros
in Uruguay and the Sandinistas in Nicaragua. I liked this a lot about the
JAR and it has served me well to this day, to have a wider knowledge of
the struggles of resistance in this world and not just to pigeonhole
ourselves into anarchism.

As well as political theory I was learning to survive in the streets
with punks, always from here to there, wandering about the city. We go
to a talk, a party, now to a concert, today to a protest march. There was
never a lack of activities, punks always without money and without a
good job. We share everything, know the best places to eat cheaply in
the city, all the tricks to travel on public transport without paying, to run



from the police who are always bothering us, learning to fight, to survive
being punk in this city which at times can be very hostile.

Travel
Also I began to travel through some parts of the country, getting to
know more punks who think and live in a very similar manner to us. I
felt very happy to know that there were more people like us, with the
same struggles and hopes.

At that time I did not know, but my skills as a person were
developing, skills that I am sure would not have been developed if I
were not punk. From when I was a boy I was always very shy, sometimes
barely speaking. Now imagine how I felt the first time I gave a talk to
more than 50 people, a talk about autonomy or something like that, I
don’t remember well. I was dead with nerves and could barely speak. I
also suffered a lot the first time when I wanted to write an article for our
fanzine. I had a mountain of ideas and did not know how to order them
on paper. It was also difficult to speak in our meetings. When it was my
turn to speak I always forgot what I wanted to say. Like many punks I
formed a band with my friends, the Lumpen Punkletarios. I opted to
sing and for some years we didn’t take ourselves very seriously. We
didn’t perform in public much and only played for ourselves. After about
three years we finally had out “debut” and I also felt very nervous. I
could barely look at the people while I was “singing”. But all of this
which before cost me much work, now I can do relatively easily and
now I am much more secure of myself. The one thing I never really
learned is to sing…. Now I am focused on learning new things like
organic agriculture and to work with free software (open source), things
that help me to live better, to develop our autonomy and struggle to
change this society where we were born and have to live.

A few years ago I had the opportunity to travel a little in Europe, a
little in Spain and Switzerland and most of the time in Germany. I was
really excited to be able to get to know these countries and the punks
and anarchists there.

I was first in Spain. I liked it but you know that things are never the
same as what you see from afar. I did not meet punks there like those I
know. The form of dress there is different and I met almost nobody who
declared themselves to be punk. Most people said they were anarchists
and although they have something to do with punk culture, through the
music for example, they did not give it much importance. I only got to
know a few okupas (squats) but those I saw were nice places in general,
big with wooden floors, much better than the house in which I live in
Mexico. The squatters drink just about any garbage, their life does not
seem very difficult. I lived through the eviction of a squat but it did not
seem very hard for me. The police were not very aggressive and even
brought a truck to transport the belongings of the squatters. Nobody
went to jail. They were brought to another occupied house very close,
an even better house than before. Everything was new there and as I
said the eviction was not very hard but it did sadden the people who had
lived and worked there.

After that I went to Germany and there they had a really nice place
for concerts called the Zoro. I don’t know now but at that time they had
concerts two or three times a week with bands from all parts, mountains
of concerts, the same with beer. There I hardly met any punks like those
I know. To me they seem more like people who renounce being punk.
They say that punks are the drunks who are in the streets, not them,
although they dress like punks and always listen to punk music they are
not what they seem. This seems to me to be a complete devaluation of
our culture  Perhaps this is the reason why people say that punk is dying
in Europe. I also missed the political activities. The people I was with
do not organize any but do participate in some. They don’t organize
political activities themselves. What disillusioned me even more is that
they had in their hands a printing press and nobody did fanzines. It
made me think of Mexico where there are always lots of zines, where
punks without resources get photocopies or what they can to spread
their ideas. Here in Germany they have a printing press and only use it
for posters for concerts. They do not even print one political magazine.
That is not how punks act.

What I saw in Switzerland was even worse. I went there to a punk
festival (okay I don’t really know if it was called that or not) where there
arrived many people from various countries, of course from Switzerland,
also from Italy, Germany, some from the United States, etc. It was a
huge meeting that seemed good but little by little I stopped liking it.
There was also many many beers and nothing of politics. Here in Mexico
when there is such a meeting it is used to distribute fanzines, to have
talks and organized meetings, but there nothing, just music and alcohol.
Just one Swiss friend distributed his fanzine and there were a few from
the USA. Were there no local fanzines?

When I returned to Mexico I wrote a really angry article that harshly
criticized what I had seen in Europe. Now a few years later I would not
do this. I have realized that criticism of shallowness does not achieve
much and sometimes can even do damage. You have to live in a place
for many years to understand how they live there. Now I understand a
little better the form of life in Europe after getting to know more people
and talking with them. In whatever form, my experience in Europe helped
me a lot to value what we have here and get more projects going. Equally
I don’t want to take away the value of any of the struggles in Europe. It
just seems more important to me to concentrate on punk culture but if
punk is only music you lose the sense of struggle.

A similar experience was to go to the United States. I was there two
weeks and only in a place that I can’t really judge. I went to Kansas to an
ecological conference because that is also an important interest. The
meeting lasted five days and after that I went to an anarchist house in
Lawrence, the Black Kat collective, really great people and I talked with
them a bit. I saw in photos that earlier they were more punk, but now
only anarchists. I made the journey with two compañeros, a man and
woman. He had lived for several months in the USA and commented
that for many people here punk is only something for kids. That is, they
were punks for two or three years in their youth and after leave it behind.
That is something difficult to understand for me as well. I know anarchism
through punk and I am sure that without it I would never have known
anarchism. Then why not give punk the value it deserves instead of
forgetting all about it?

In the days I had in the USA there was an opportunity to go to a
concert in Kansas City. That also was a bit strange for me because the
high price of $15 was a lot, but I thought it would at least be good to see
one concert in the USA. It was a disagreeable surprise to find that the
person collecting the admission was a skinhead with an American flag
on his arm. What’s that? It was a DIY punk show with a nationalist
skinhead administering the money? My Kansas friends said there was
no problem, that he wasn’t really a bad person. Well, what could I do?

Here and Now
And here I continue struggling to take control of my life, to live here
and now as I wish. I have shared a little of how I have lived punk and
how I see it from here. I don’t want to minimize what people do in other
countries but I am sure that it is important to criticize and self-criticize
our movement. I have seen in the so-called “first world” that punks
have a much easier life, at least economically. It seems that because of
this they are lost in alcohol and noise, losing the hope of struggle and
change in this comfortable position. Here in the “third world” the
economic situation is more difficult and there are always many popular
mobilizations, indigenous, campesinos, workers, etc. It is normal for us
punks to support these but also we do our own actions and try to survive.
There are many things that could be criticized here but from what I have
learned I prefer to live here, sharing my life and struggle with punks
from the third world. I don’t have anything against the punks from “rich
countries.” Its just that here punk seems more alive and real.

WWW.EXD.SOHC.ORG



z i n e   r e v i e w
Puntanga ina mo” Free, 4 pages, 8-1/2” x 11” –
Xeroxed
Self proclaimed Filipino turbocore zine. The zine
starts off with an interview with LASTING
VALUES who are a Croatian band with youth
crew tendencies. The rest of the zine is an
interview with the dude from Warrior zine, which
is a zine from Italy that tries to come out with
some frequency, is DIY in approach,
underground in content, international in scope, and written in English.
Good first effort. (Jay Garcia / Cluster – M / Lot – 72 / Bagong Nayon 1
/ Antipolo City 1870 / Philippines) - SP

Short, Fast + Loud # 11, Spring 2004 , 8-1/2” x
11”, 84 pages, newsprint, $8.00 ppd
A themed issue about women’s involvement in
extreme music, be they the extremes of hardcore
or the nether regions where hardcore and metal
intermingle. They are careful to distinguish
themselves from HeartattaCk in this undertaking,
but in the columns the boys really don’t know
how to handle the theme. That becomes their
expressed concern upfront, so much so that the men columnists for the
most part wind up talking about themselves. But Jeff Robinson’s example
of women’s contribution through a scene collective was the right stuff.
And Jeb handing his column over to Hannah of Blood Sisters was also
totally interesting. I also thought the “Blasts from the Past” column was
a good look back at obscure vinyl releases that involved women, from
the BAGS to CLOWN ALLEY (I still have their demo) to the COMES.
I never knew about the “Women’s Liberation” comp from Japan and
LITTLE PRINCESS sounds like a must have. In terms of interviews
Ami of VOETSEK interviews Lauren from SELF DEFENSE. Now I
understand why live interviews are preferred but I did bust a gut over
the swallow or spit vegan test. And you also find out that SELF
DEFENSE have split up which is a travesty unto itself. You also find
out that the Connecticut scene struggles as much as your hometown
scene in trying to find good venues for punk bands to play. There is a
rad interview with Metal Mary from BEHIND ENEMY LINES. There
are loads of photos, extensive reviews, and my perosnal favourite – the
latest installment of Mosh of Ass – Max Ward’s demo reviews. So many
goodies, so little time. Holy fuck, I can’t believe I almost forgot, this
issue comes with a comp featuring bands with women and all women
bands, just like the issue. Bands like WITCHHUNT, I OBJECT, CONGA
FURY, VOETSEK, BEHIND ENEMY LINES, S.T.F.U., and Australia’s
SCHIFOSI. You need to get this issue. (225 Lincoln Avenue / Cotati,
CA / 94931 / USA / www.sixweeksrecords.com) - SP

R e v i e w s Reviewers are: Andy Stick, Motherfucker (ASM),
Craig Caron (CC), Simon Harvey (SH), John
McDonald(JM) , and Stephe Perry (SP)

Agrotoxico “Estado De Guerra Civil” CD
13 songs of muscular Brazilian hardcore and an ASTA KASK cover.
AGROTOXICO definitely fit into to the more polished hardcore scene of Brazilian
than the raw end that I’m more used to. Varied tempos, songs that are sometimes
a little on the long side and a sound that doesn’t fit them at all. Like so many
bands it sounds like they paid to go into a higher end studio and it drained them
of any oomf they may have live. Not bad, in the same field as newer RATOS DE
PORAO and ACAO DIRETA. (Dirty Faces /
Universitätsstr 16 / 44789 Bochum / Germany /
www.dirtyfaces.de) - ASM

Bombshell Rocks “Love for the Microphone” CD
I got a little scared when the first song was like a punk
rock Billy Bragg number. Sure I like the British crooner
as much as the next but punk shouldn’t be played

acoustically. The rest of BOMBSHELL ROCKS comes busting out of the gates
like a D4 record. Belting out harmonies over a melodic mid-tempo hardcore
beat. This is probably Sweden’s answer to D4. Their name says it all – Bombshell
rocks. (Combat Rock Industries / Runeberginkatu 8 / 00100 Helsinki / Finland
/ www.fireinsidemusic.com) - SP

Deadlock Frequency “Traffic” CD
Well intentioned, yet decidedly forgettable hardcore that doesn’t really seem to
focus very well on what style they want to play in. I guarantee you that if you’ve
ever toured anywhere in the world you’ve played with many bands like this that
are always described on fliers as “impassioned” and you always come away
saying “they were really nice people” or “they were really good at what they
did”, because it’s polite. This isn’t bad, it’s just average and nothing grabs me
about it at all. Should’ve been a demo. (Not Bad Records / P.O. Box 371292 /
Denver, CO / 80237 / USA / www.notbadrecords.com- ASM

Decontrol “The Final War” LP
Canada’s raw Dis heros return with their third 12” of
anti-war mangel. And unfortunately they’ve added to
the recent trend in hardcore of releasing tragically ugly
looking gatefolds. Try losing the sub-standard over-
pixilated computer graphics next time. DECONTROL
deals in raw sound and the simple approach, though
here the production sounds like it was done on a four
track, not in a good raw as fuck CROSSED OUT kinda way, but a paper thin,
flat way. Musically they’re still awesome, but I preferred the previous 12”, “In
The Trenches”. “The Final War” is another unpretentious simple d beat attack
with two riffs per song, long single note sections and structures that borrow
heavily from “Ain’t No Feeble Bastard”. For some reason they remind me in
approach and feel to early NAILED DOWN (without sounding anything like
them). It might be the vocal delivery and honest passion for playing music you
love when you live in the middle of fucking nowhere. (Hardcore Holocaust /
P.O. Box 26742 / Richmond, VA / 23261 / USA / www.hardcoreholocaust.com)
- ASM

Despite “No Promise of Tomorrow” CD
Bob and his troop of road warriors are back with
another devastating CD of apocalyptic motherfuckin
crust. 11 songs in 18 minutes the band keeps their
doom-ridden attack fresh by avoiding d beat formulas
and 80’s metal - they just keep thrashing the crust as
if there is no tomorrow. Forget all of the DOOM
comparisons people throw at this band.  DESPITE have
survived the test of time. Another great crust release from … (Crimes Against
Humanity / Box 1421 / Eau Claire, WI / 54702 / USA / www.cahrecords.com) -
CC

Dodsdomd “Samhallets Fiender Nummer Ett” CD
The first thing that I had noticed about this Swedish trio is that it features the
bassist of HUMAN WASTE with his unmistakable pig squeal like screams. In
fact, if I didn’t know any better, I would think that this was HUMAN WASTE as
both bands play a similar style of venomous, politically inspired rage spouted in
their native tongue with vocal trade offs. The only noticeable difference is that
the guitar work here favours a little more melody with it’s piercing high end and
occasional break downs so they don’t go directly for the throat as often. Lyrically,
it’s pretty black and white with an “us against the state” stance on just about
every issue. The only songs that seemed to be a little more thorough dealt with
life in their home country. The CD version contains 4 bonus tracks three of
which is of the raw demo quality which are actually my favourite songs on this
disc. (Putrid Filth Conspiracy / Box 7092 / 200 42 Malmo / Sweden /
www.putridfilth.com) - JM

Eskapo “Kalayaan” CD
ESKAPO are a band from the San Francisco area that
are hard to peg down in terms of sound. The music
has a hybrid of hardcore styles that demonstrate a
knowledge of hardcore over generations and spanning
the mid-west and east coast, as well as their own native
west coast scenes. For the most part they remind me
of ECONOCHRIST, but then on songs like “Manilla Sunrise” they break into a
style that sounds like an oi version of LEATHERFACE. And the band sings in
Tagalog, which is a language native to the Philippines. I heard that half of the
band is of Filipino descent, but these guys are from the Bay Area scene. This is
their first release and it is a self-release. The material reflects generations of
hardcore from ECONOCHRIST through to LEATHERFACE. (Eskapo / 127



Missouri Street / Vallejo, CA / 94590 / USA / www.eskapo.com) - SP

Exploited, the “Horror Epics” CD
Sure the EXPLOITED were mocked for years for
things like a contractual Mohawk, but there is no
disputing that this Scottish foursome knew how to
write a fuckin’ punk song. But not just a punk song,
songs that came to anthemize punk life from “Punk’s
Not Dead” through to “Class War” through to “Hitler’s
in the Charts Again” through to “Barmy Army”. “Horror Epics”, which originally
came out in 1985 on Koma Records, was the rarest of the EXPLOITED albums
and probably the goofiest looking of the lot with a vampire about to pounce on
three of the band members in a vacant theatre. But the record has it’s share of
anthems. I’ll never forget “Don’t Forget the Chaos” as witnessed live at a show
in the late 80’s at Ildiko’s. And the raw venom of Wattie’s voice in songs like “I
Hate You” or the critical spewing of “Maggie” capture the essence of hardcore.
In the film “UK DK” a reporter uses the EXPLOITED to define hardcore in
explaining it’s development out of punk. They wrote the songs that summarized
our lives at the time. War like punk anthems set to a raw guitar strumming, scant
tom pounding and Wattie’s vicious screaming is captured so beautifully on
“Dangerous Visions”. But every song on here is a combination of these elements
and summarize the EXPLOITED’s sound. This re-issue contains two additional
bonus tracks “Race Against Time” and “Propaganda”. (Captain Oi! / P.O. Box
501 / High Wycombe / Bucks / HP10 8QA / UK / www.captainoi.com) – SP

Five Day Messiah “New Rock Regime” CD
OK, first, the booklet is shit, if all you’re going to do is have tragically unfunny
likes and dislikes about each band member, at least make it readable. Musically,
it starts off with an excruciating electronic number that really isn’t as well done
as FIVE DAY MESSIAH think it is. It doesn’t make them eclectic, it just makes
them unfocused. The rest of the disc sounds like BORN AGAINST with a pop
punk influence. Is the world ready for a pop punk BORN AGAINST? I’ll just
say they’re years ahead of their time and pretend it’s a compliment. (Not Bad
Records / P.O. Box 371292 / Denver, CO / 80237 / USA /
www.notbadrecords.com) - ASM

Fleshpress “Wormdirges” LP
Two song LP from a Finnish band named after a GRIEF song, I’m sure you
know not to expect feel good happy fun times with this disc. I wanted to like this
band, but they did everything in half measures. It’s not slow enough, it’s not
heavy enough and it’s not even repetitive enough to have a hypnotic effect. They
desperately need to get a better sound out of their amps. They should probably
think about downtuning more and dropping that tempo a few speeds because
this just can’t compete with the better slow bands out there. (Parasitic / P.O. Box
373 / Portland OR / 97207 / USA) - ASM

Floor “Dove” CD
Wow, this is just the band that keeps on letting you down isn’t it? Let’s go back
a little. SPAZZ/ FLOOR split 7”, awesome, noisy, fucked up, borderline sludge
dirt rock. Madonna 7”, more of the same ugly goodness. A few splits here and
there that by and large aren’t so exciting, then, after years and years, a much-
heralded LP. Said LP turns out to be rubbish MTV friendly sub-grunge crapola
with hideous vocals. I don’t care if they were actually singing about having sex
with children, or whatever some guy in the video store said, it was like Nickelback
gone heavy with underground cred. Rumours of an unreleased LP called “Dove”
(coincidentally, the name of the drummer’s other band, who aren’t half bad
going by my limited experiences), recorded in 1994. Much talk about it sounding
like the MELVINS meets JOY DIVISION and how heavy it is. And hey! What
do you know? It’s fucking BORING! Average noise-rock that may have almost
satisfied my tastes in 1991 when Amphetamine Reptile ruled my life. Not heavy
enough by far, CORRUPTED have significantly raised the bar for heavy music
in the last ten years and HARVEY MILK and the MELVINS did the heavy,
weird, almost pop thing way better a long time before FLOOR even started. I
want my money back. (No Idea / P.O. Box 14636 / Gainesville, FL / 32604-4636
/ USA / www.noidearecords.com) - ASM

Freeze, The “Crawling Blind / Freak Show” CD
Two new FREEZE re-issues as one CD. I’m lovin’ it
because the FREEZE were so awesome and it was
always very difficult to collect their Taang and Lost &
Found releases because these labels didn’t have good
distribution into Canada. Anyway, we get to make up
for lost time here with two releases for the price of
one. Personally I am a fan of earlier FREEZE, but the
melody  on here reminds me of comeback era BAD RELIGION (“Suffer” / “The

Control”). However the lyrics are a lot darker and more personal dealing with
addiction and the slippery slope of Clif Hangar’s sanity. There are terrifying
stories of his battles with addiction set to almost surreal like catchy poppier
hardcore. It is chilling and yet a sublime fuck you onto itself. “Freak Show” is
Clif Hangar’s favourite release and I never realized how consistently great the
FREEZE remained through their career. Sure they got better production, but the
lyrics were always the thing with the FREEZE. They are still as riveting as “Broken
Bones”, but with music that is much more memorable. And both CDs have
loads of great songs, which is something you can’t say about later period BAD
RELIGION. (Doctor Strange Records / P.O. Box 1058 / Alta Loma, CA / 91701
/ USA) - SP

Frenetics, the / Nakatomi Plaza split ep
I traded for a bunch of these as Fans Of Bad Production have released some
great Canadian records. Did I tell you I hate indie rock! Indie rock reminds me
of pinworms. If you are infected, the average pinworm will lay between 5,000
and 17,000 eggs in the folds of your anus per evening. Laying eggs tickles and
before you know it you are madly scratching your ass. If you aren’t careful and
wash your hands you will ingest eggs. These bands make my ass itch. Luckily
instead of taking pinworm medicine, I turned the record off and the itching went
away. - CC

Hawg Jaw “Send Out The Dogs” CD
Amps buried under blankets New Orleans styled dirtbag sludge rock mostly
recorded in 2000. Not bad at all, but they’re always going to be living in the
shadow of EYEHATEGOD. The similarities are fairly uncanny, bar the occasional
(ill thought out) more off the wall experimental, vaguely jazzy part. (Throne /
P.O. Box 8035 / 33200 Gijon / Spain / www.thronerecords.com) - ASM

Hellshock s/t 7"
HELLSHOCK dish out two more epic blasts of malodorous stench core. “Last
Sunset” starts off with a long, creepy moribund metallic intro which would
probably annoy most of the clean-cut, reclusive message board chattering
scenesters out there, but that’s fine by me. When the actual song finally starts,
it’ll leave even the most follicularly challenged listener with a bad case of whiplash
espousing the dire existence in which we live in. On the Flipside is “Arrows to
the Poor” which has a wicked-heavy raw HELLHAMMER style of Hellish
Crossfire on Burning Coffins type of back beat. As much as I have raved on
about their full length in a past issue, I like this even more and continuously
finds it’s way to my turntable which is a great feat for a 7" at my place. Easily
one of the best mini platters of ’04. (Whisper in Darkness / P.O. Box 40110 /
Portland, OR / 97240-0113 / USA / www.hardcoreholocaust.com) - JM

Hibernation “Into The Silence Of Eternal Sorrow” CD
Good god this is some hokey shit! This Greek band sound like shitty European
crust with an embarrassing HAWKWIND influence. ANTISECT’s HAWKWIND
thing was restrained enough to actually add to the sound, here it’s just half arsed
keyboards and atmospherics to the max. Honestly, this is the worst band I’ve
heard since AMEBIX. I can’t put it any simpler than that. (Power It Up / Postfach
1114 / 38156 VECHELDE / Germany / www.power-it-up.de) - ASM

Hurricane CD
Kengo of HURRICANE sent us a copy of this 3 song CD. I’m not sure if it’s an
official release, but if it ain’t, it ought to be. Starting out with the best cover of
SSD’s “Glue” that I have ever heard HURRICANE come crashing down in a
symphonic thundering mosh beat that is so fuckin’ thrashed out…and the vocals
are sung with such intensity that it is a distorted mangled mess, not unlike FUCK
ON THE BEACH. The other two songs really pick up the pace from mosh
anthemic into thrash fury that is part LIP CREAM, part DON DON, part
EXCLAIM. This is incredible. Write the band and find out for yourself the fury
of the new school Japanese thrashers (Kenga Osada / 9-7-204, Kozu 3 Chome /
Chuoku, Osaka / Japan) – SP

John the Baker and the Malnourished “Fire
Marshall Law” CD
JOHN THE BAKER and the MALNOURISHED
remind me of BORN AGAINST with Doc Dart on
vocals. Take the vocals of the CRUCIFUCKS imitators
like VICTIM’S FAMILY or TH’INBRED or GUILT
PARADE and apply it to a hardcore band that plays
moody ARTIMUS PYLE like hardcore but not as
heavy ….just the moody end of ARTIMUS PYLE. Or maybe imagine Frank
Discussion having a fit at a HIS HERO IS GONE show where there was an early
90’s tribute night at a karaoke session was taking place. Surprisingly, the
Malnourished contain members of DYSTOPIA and BRAINOIL, but they play a



Looking for an Answer / Kontraattaque split CD
LOOKING FOR AN ANSWER play a grinding assault
of metallic crust. They play drum machine fast and
biker heavy. The vocals bounce between hoarse throaty
belches of hades to the shrill ear piercing screeches.
KONTRAATTAQUE play a hyper speed brand of
hardcore. It opens up with a quote from the McCarthy
era – red baiting a broadcaster for a Spanish broadcast
and launches into a pulverizing flurry of blast beats and lo fi guitar distortion.
KONTRAATTAQUE finish with two covers – one a GBH cover and the other
appropriately enough a DRI cover and can you guess which song it is – “Counter
Attack”. I like the KONTRAATTAQUE side better. (La Idea / P.O. Box 18251 /
28080 Madrid / Spain / www.sindios.net) – SP

Menace “Rogues Gallery” CD
This is a new MENACE recording and the first to
feature Oddy of RESISTANCE 77 on vocals.
MENACE have gone through three different
incarnations and initially became notorious for the
song “GLC” which was about the Tory run Greater
London Council that tried to ban punk gigs in London.
The song was released as a single, which was banned
by many radio stations. The band called it quits in 1979 initially after releasing
5 singles on 3 labels. They got back together in 1997 and released a number of
full lengths including ‘G.L.C. R.I.P.” and “Crisis”, which I haven’t heard. They
broke up in 2002 and then found a new guitarist and Oddy to front them and are
back at it again. But I have to proclaim my ignorance as I have not heard any of
their material including “In Gods we Trust” which is re-done here. The guitar
sound of the new guitarist sounds like a blend of Steve Jones’ SMALL FACES
guitar style riffing and Stuart Adamson’s guitar ringing. The material is mid-
tempo in pace. It is just good driving punk. The lyrics are very well written as
you’d expect from scene veterans. But the huge sounding group vocals that
emulate pub soccer chants help define this record within their original oi roots.
Overall there is a huge sound to the production and the pace is more rock tempoed,
but the group choruses are spirited and the guitar riffing draws on punk spirits
of the past. I wish I had a reference to compare them against given their wealth
of earlier releases. (Captain Oi! / P.O. Box 501 / High Wycombe / Bucks / HP10
8QA / UK / www.captainoi.com) – SP

lot lighter than those bands are known to dish out. John the Baker, of Burnt
Ramen And The Slaughterhouse space in the Bay area, did a lot of work as a
promoter as is evidenced in the soon to be released “Ramen Days” documentary.
He is originally from Woodstock, New York and has been a major shit disturber
in that town getting local police force fired for fucking little girls, which has
inspired songs like “Cops”. The 7 song CD gives you the music behind the
subject in Melissa Elbirt’s short “JTB”, which covers some of the history of JTB
and Burnt Ramen. Check out the soundtrack to JTB’s life. (Controlled by Plague
/ Box 22641 / San Francisco, CA / 94122 / USA / www.karaterex.com) - SP

Karst “Receive the Void” CD
KARST play some twisted sounding shit. Inspired by
the likes of NEUROSIS in composing pieces that have
some symphonic structure to them …. KARST develop
two epic pieces that start off tortured and slowly build
momentum into these rocking numbers. Some amazing
things done with drum beats that partially remind me
of SEDITION. And the male-female vocal interchange reminds me of NAUSEA.
The CD artwork looks like it’s part horrific, part hieroglyphic. It’s twisted and
demented and fitting of their sound. The later part of “Circle of ground” picks
up on a 70’s rock riff and Victoria’s vocals have some effect that make her sound
like a ghoulish gremlin. KARST are what KYLESA would sound like if they
listened to more SEDITION, NAUSEA, and NEUROSIS. (Hater of God / P.O.
Box 666 / Troy, NY / 12181 / USA) - SP

Kegcharge “Sadistic War Glory” CD
The nightmare continues! Cannonading D-beat
blitzkrieg out of Texas. Even though it’s a CD, the
drumming on this is so heavy it sounds like it’s on the
wrong speed and should be played on 45 rpm. This
Texas trio mesh Japanese style DISCHARGE worship
played in similar fashion to DISCLOSE or FRAMTID
and mangel it with the first WORLD BURNS TO
DEATH 7" on Prank Records. This three piece incidentally, have members, both
past and present of those aforementioned maniacs out of the Lone Star State.
“Sadistic War Glory” opens up with a twisted speech from that business flunky,
George Bush and carries on with war samples that are so prevalent throughout,
that they (quite brilliantly) almost serve as another instrument to accompany the
massive fuzzed out distorted guitars and throttling bass. KEGCHARGE certainly
don’t march into new territory with their lyrical battle cries, but titles such as
“Denouement” and “Thorax Lacerated by Tripwire” give them a different
approach that will still see them as  a parody of a sub genre that’s been D-beaten
to death and will scare away most sceptics. That’s okay, because after they have
napalmed this docile city on Friday, November 19th the nay sayers will be the
first ones blown away. (Hardcore Holocaust / P.O. Box 26742 / Richmond, VA /
23261, USA / www.hardcoreholocaust.com) - JM

Kill, The “The Soundtrack To Your Violence” CD
FINALLY! I’ve been telling everyone about this band for the last four years after
seeing them in Australia and at last they have a decent release out, albeit with a
drastically different line up. You may have heard their demo in one of it’s many
incarnations, 625 ep, various comps its appeared on over the years or even the
actual tape itself. Whereas the demo was great, pounding grind violence, it
sounded like shit and you couldn’t hear a damn note that Robi was strangling
out of his guitar and were thus missing out on a large part of the KILL’s appeal.
Yes, the lyrics are amusingly negative and the vocals caustic, yes, the drumming
is incredible and thundering, but now you can hear the insane riffs Robi comes
up with. They don’t sound like DISCORDANCE AXIS, but there’s a parallel to
be drawn in the playing style. I’m loathe to use the word technical to describe
the guitar, as that just conjures up images of hideous DILLINGER ESCAPE
PLAN worship, but it’s definitely off-kilter and experimental. Far more interesting
than the average non-stop blast-a-thon grind. Completely furious and essential
for anyone interested in fast music that pushes the boundaries of genre limitations.
(No Escape / P.O. Box 2054 / Lygon st Nth / Brunswick East 3057 / Australia /
www.noescaperecords.com) - ASM

LickGoldenSky CD
I was lead to believe that this was going to be some kind of out-there hybrid of
hardcore, metal and electronic experimentalism, and hey, what do you know, it
didn’t live up to it’s own hype! The much vaunted electronic experimentalism
sounds horribly tacked on and really isn’t very good at all, pedestrian at best.
The rest sounded like another average, dull, not really metallic, not really hardcore
band. I feel cheated, I wanted to like this. I wanted this band to push the envelope.
Maybe next time? (Level Plane / PO Box 7926 / Charlottesville, VA / 22906 /
USA / www.level-plane.com) - ASM



My Minds Mine “48 Reasons To Leave This Planet” CD
CD discographies love them or hate them? On this shiny disc we have all of MY
MINDS MINE recorded output plus one unreleased song and 9 live tracks. If
you don’t know the band you are in for a shock of short, fast and brutal stabs.
This band has released some amazing split records with bands such as HEAD
HITS CONCRETE, UNHOLY GRAVE, VIOLENT HEADACHE. Really great
stuff; however after 20 minutes the killer thrash attack becomes numbing and
the music fades into background noise.  As much as I really like the band they
loose their impact after the full side of a 10” or LP.  Packaging includes colour
photos and a nice flyer collection.  Unfortunately, there are none of the original
covers or lyrics included in the package.  A real fine
disc….that I like to play in smaller portions. (Self Made
God / P.O. Box 46 / 21500 Biata Podlaska / Poland
www.selfmadegod.com) - CC.

My Minds Mine “48 Reasons To Leave This Planet”
CD
Posthumous discography of Dutch thrashers, MY
MINDS MINE that reminds me of fellow former Dutch thrashers, INSULT, but
with far less memorable songs. I dunno, I’m not really moved by this, sure, they
have the decency to keep the songs short, change the tempo up enough so the
songs aren’t straight blasting, but there’s something missing for my tastes to
make me want to listen to it again. The later songs are definitely much better
than their earlier work. I can’t help but wonder if the reason I’m not taken with
this band is because they rarely got the recording they deserved as the live tracks
sound incredibly ferocious and contain all the power that much of their studio
material didn’t muster. Great HERESY cover too it must be said. (And nil points

for the garbage packaging and layout) (Self Made God / P.O. Box 46 / 21500
Biata Podlaska / Poland www.selfmadegod.com) - ASM

Process, the demo and 7”
The PROCESS is the brainchild of the former guitarist of SHANK and NATION
OF FINKS and made up of people who kept the flag of DIY hardcore flying in
central Scotland in the barren years after SEDITION and DISAFFECT ended.
The PROCESS sees them trying their hand at Cleveland styled hardcore. I say
trying their hand not to give the impression that it’s half baked or unaccomplished,
but more to indicate that sometimes our musical intentions come out far different
than intended, after all, SHANK was supposed to be downtuned Youth Crew in
the early days. Basically, the PROCESS play bludgeoning, riff heavy, varied
sounding modern hardcore. Not modern hardcore meaning AMERICAN
NIGHTMARE or any other charlatan acts of poser losers often described as
modern hardcore. Modern in the sense that they’ve taken several great moments
of genres past and fused them with a new energy. They’ve also learned the all
important lesson of what made bands who pioneered a sound suck and deftly
sidetracked those pitfalls. I’m talking RINGWORM keeping the brutal hardcore
levels high, I’m talking INTEGRITY without the hideous cheese and there’s
also large debts to DAMNATION A.D.’s gloriously anthemic borderline mosh
tendencies. But please, don’t mistake this for some crowd-pleasing tough guy
hardcore rubbish, the PROCESS are still obviously firmly rooted in their members
power violence, European crust and traditional hardcore backgrounds. They’re
all still playing undeniably inspirational, frustrated and righteously angry music,
but they’re not afraid to go with an idea for more than two bars anymore. They’re
not going to hit a high then change track completely just for the sake of screwing
with their listeners. The PROCESS play solid, true hardcore that doesn’t have to

CCSS “Fuck Everything” Demo – featured on the
July 18th program
Montreal’s CCSS are a four-piece outfit delivering
pure punk rock clearly inspired by the “punk &
disorderly” UK82 style and late ‘70’s LA proto-
hardcore. Their name is a French acronym that
translates literally into “the hair in the soup” and
they include two members of INEPSY in singer
Steve and drummer Sam. Brandi’s guitar is a non-stop, somewhat sloppy but
appropriately rough three-chord riffing while Steve’s vocals are a totally
abrasive snot-drenched sneer and the rhythm section churns forward in classic
punk rock style. (e-mail: awkwardproductions@hotmail.com) – SH

Kykloopien Sukupuutto Demo - featured on the
July 25th program
From the ever fruitful Tampere region in Finland
comes this all out attack of hardcore that is laced
with metallic noodling, sweeping emo riffs and balls
to the wall thrash beats. It is pulverizing to the core,
sometimes coming off like a Finnish version of 9
SHOCKS. And why shouldn’t they sound that good.
The band features folks who have played in great bands like TAMPERE SS,
TOTUUS, and KIROUS, all pretty amazing bands in their own time. This
recording represents an 8-track recorded at a rehearsal but it is fuckin’
phenomenal for a rehearsal recording. Do yourself a favour and download the
demo from their website now. (Juha Hämäläinen / Pyynikintie 15B23 / 33230
Tampere23 / Finland / e-mail: juhana.nyrhinen@jippii.fi / Website: http://
www.saunalahti.fi/kaihi/kyklooppiensukupuutto) – SP

I Spoke 2004 Demo – featured on the August 1st
program
I SPOKE are a 4-piece from Toronto with the ability
to play super soft and then break out into a
cacaphony of manic noise. They play the two off
each other well for the right amount of dramatic
tension. Scream-o with lyrics focused on a
progressive agenda. (157 Beverley Street, Apartment
1 / Toronto, ON / M5T 1Y7 / Canada / e-mail: ispoke@the-lies.com / Website:
www.ispoke.sohc.org) – SP

My War Demo – featured on the August 8th program
MY WAR do not sound like BLACK FLAG as their name might suggest.

They play metal-core in the more contemporary
sense, which puzzles me in regards to the name.
They play more of a hardcore version of the
SWARM. Long anguished held screams. And there
is a cover of BORN AGAINST’s “The Good Father”
at the end which isn’t very different from the
original. (My War / 236 S. Pine Street / Richmond,
VA / 23220 / USA / e-mail: myxwar@hotmail.com
/ Website: www.my-war.net) - SP

Kegcharge Demo – featured on the August 15th
program
Featuring members of WORLD BURNS TO
DEATH comes this new outfit called
KEGCHARGE. They have just released a CD on
Hardcore Holocaust, but this session is an earlier
and much rawer version of the band. Combining
the elements of early Swedish, English, and
Japanese d-beat, KEGCHARGE sounds like one part ANTI-CIMEX, one part
DISCHARGE, and one part G.I.S.M. This is by far the better of the band’s
releases, but only because the piss raw distortion of the guitars can be heard
on this. However the CD has an awesome cut and paste speech of Bush,
along with other war samples layered into the mix. (e-mail:
disrupt23@yahoo.com) - SP

Filthpact Demo – featured on the August 22nd
program
FILTHPACT are a 5-piece from Aberdeen Scotland.
Featuring members of a band known as VOICE OF
AGRESSION, FILTHPACT play a scrappy like
version of speedy hardcore exemplified by bands
like BRODY’s MILITIA. Playing a style that they
self-describe as “crust-violence” their music mixes
the social awareness of crust with the speed and intensity of power violence.
The CD starts out with someone reflecting on the nature of the “scene” arguing
it’s essence of independence overtop of some light drumming. It reminds me
of SEDITION. The rest of the CD contains short speedy blasts of lo fi hardcore
that would make HELLNATION happy. This is produced by Sned of BOXED
IN. (Filthpact / c/o Dave Rowlands / 19 Albury Place / Aberdeen / AB11 6TQ
/ Scotland / UK / e-mail: blackboxrecords@hotmail.com / Website:
www.filthpact.com) - SP

If you have a demo or hear of a demo that would be appropriate for the
show, please forward it onto us hear at: CIUT 89.5-FM c/o Equalizing X
Distort / 91 St. George Street / Toronto, ON / M5S 2E8 / e-mail:
equalizingxdistort@ciut.fm

d e m o   f e a t u r e s



play the retro card. This is a band that could easily play with both MODERN
LIFE IS WAR and HELLNATION and please both audiences equally. Let’s hear
it for real hardcore played with brains and guts done for reasons of sheer love of
the genre and not whatever is flavour of the month amongst fickle idiots.
Outstanding. Probably the best band the UK has produced since HEALTH
HAZARD. (Band contact: jamiezero@gmail.com) - ASM

Rammer “Choke On This Shit” demo
RAMMER are metal, pure and simple. No gimmicks, no trends, no pose. They
combine the monolithic crush of the best BOLTTHROWER material combined
with a “Coma of Souls” KREATOR thrash blitzkrieg. RAMMER aren’t afraid
to play it at straight dis-metal and then infuse the riffs with the same classic
melodic brutality that pre-mature (read: pre-crappy) and post-simplistic
CARCASS and “South of Heaven” era SLAYER embodied. I guess really what
I’m driving at is they don’t become hideously over pretentious with their doomy
tri-tone intros and more frenetic fretwork and don’t bore you with a simple three-
chord crunch. They’re an intelligent metal band, something sorely lacking in
this day and age. I realize of the bands I’ve referenced their sound against, most
of them were in their mid-periods when they released this material. With this in
mind and them having been around for such a relatively short period of time and
already cranking out music so well thought out I’m convinced RAMMER have
learned the lessons of metal past. I’m convinced RAMMER aren’t about to screw
it up by releasing dire album after dire album, each one heralded as “a stunning
return to form”, only to endlessly disappoint the listener. This demo is essential,
as is their live radio session CDR, Suffer 12” and earlier CD (which was a much
simpler, NWOBHM inspired early death metal workout). That they haven’t been
picked up by one of the bigger labels is both bewildering and a testament to the
fact that Rammer aren’t a bunch of longhaired whingers waiting for their big
break. Support them, or fuck right off. Cheers! (Rammer / 47 Springmount
Avenue. / Toronto, ON / M6H 2Y5 / Canada / www.rammer.ca) - ASM

Scarred, The “Repression” CD
THE SCARRED are from Anaheim, California. They
have played with the likes of MENACE and MAD
PARADE and NAKED AGGRESSION. Given all the
Clash t-shirts in the pictures I would assume they are
an influence, but the singer sounds like a later day
Clif Hangar. ..and the music invokes the spirits of punk
past and punk more recently past. On songs like
“Falling Down” I hear the opening drum beat of Janie
Jones” and on “Submission:” you hear the driving guitar riffs of “Pretty Vacant”.
However the back up vocals remind me of ANTI-FLAG. And the whole group
reminds me of some bizarre cross between BLANKS ’77, WEDNESDAY NIGHT
HEROES, and the FREEZE. The nod to “Suburbia” on the cover art is noted. So
is “God” in their thanks list. What the fuck ? (Shogun 77 Records / P.O. Box
2433 / Anaheim, CA / 92814 / USA) – SP

Serpents demo
Great stuff from this new Irish four piece. SERPENTS could have gone the
easier route of playing straight sludge, and they would’ve have been very good
at it, judging by the basis for the songs here. They manage to give their work
much more depth and have obviously thought long and hard about what makes
their own music work. I like how the bass tends to play at GRIEF pace whilst the
guitars pad it out a lot with a much freer and dissonant feel then pull you in and
floor you with an effect that really is both mesmerizing and intense. If you’re
looking for easy reference points and comparisons I’d have to say that certain
sections remind me a lot of HEAD OF DAVID, early GODFLESH, “Public
Castration” era SWANS and the long, slow numbers on the first few NAPALM
DEATH records. But by and large, SERPENTS sound like themselves and have
managed to be original within the confines of heavy music without losing the
listener with experimental failings and misguided attempts at eclecticism. I expect
great things for this band if they can break out of the ghetto that ensnares most
bands from the British Isles. (www.weareserpents.cjb.net) - ASM

Terminal Youth “Line of Defense 3” CDR
This is a great demo from a promising young band. Mostly on the fast and hyper
side of things and they don’t just play fast parts to get to a bunch of shitty
breakdowns, as too many bands seem to do these days. More than a few of their
riffs sound like they’re borrowed from INFEST, but taken as a whole, this doesn’t
sound like INFEST. In parts they’re very similar to DROP DEAD, minus the
Scandinavian influence or a less crazed and more coherent HELLNATION with
awesome garbled punk-esque vocals. The structures are straight forward hardcore,
but the content is more brutal, probably exactly the type of music the term fastcore
references, not fucked enough to be power violence, not straightforward enough
to be hardcore. A great release, I’m looking forward to hearing more. (Rich

White Kid Records / www.richwhitekidrecords.com) - ASM

Terror “One With The Underdog” CD
Of all the angry, big name chestbeaters endlessly talking about how hardcore
they are, endlessly plastering “real hardcore” all over their merch, endlessly
singing songs about how they really are hardcore and just who the hell are you to
question them? TERROR are actually one of the few from that scene that could
legitimately claim they are a hardcore band. Admittedly a hardcore band that’s
wrapped up in the small end of big business. This isn’t so bad, it does exactly
what it says on the tin, good fast parts, incredibly strong vocals and whole bunch
of big fuck off mosh parts complete with e chug build ups. This is purely physical
music and really not so abhorrent on casual listens to be honest. A lot of the mid
sections sound like classic DAMNATION A.D., which is awesome. I’m not going
to say this is the greatest band on the planet and the only band that is truly
hardcore, but it isn’t a complete write off, despite most of the idiots that go and
see this band. (Indecision Records / P.O. Box 6052 / Garden Grove, CA / 92846
/ USA / www.indecisionrecords.com) - ASM

Urban Head Raw “Human Instinct” CD
Tough as nails Japanese hardcore with a big NYHC
mosh influence. The vocals are very Japanese in their
phrasing and use of back ups with faster, snare heavy
breaks and a lot of sub-metal (as opposed to the sub-
rock of more traditional Japanese bands) slower to mid
sections that often invoke images of pre-major label
BIOHAZARD. Fans of later SLANG material would
probably enjoy. (Crimes Against Humanity / P.O. Box 1421 / Eau Claire, WI /
54702-1421 / USA / www.cahrecords.com) - ASM

Urban Waste 12”
A classic legitimate re-release of the bands much
bootlegged 7” ( I can think of at least 6 versions on
various CD compilations, as well as several 7”
reproductions) from 1982. Pissed off kids (they look
like they are 14) bashing and smashing their
instruments and attacking all that they see unfit. 8
songs in less than 12 minutes. This is great raw, fuzzed
out early hardcore. Package includes an intro from Wendy Eager of GUILLOTINE
ZINE, .a couple of flyers, photos and lyrics. “BNC” are the most fuckin’ retarded
lyrics I have ever read. How fitting “Reject” follows “BNC”. What happened to
the bonus tracks that were promised in the advertisements for this re-release? A
classis re-issue of a 7”…..buy it if it is priced accordingly. (Mad at the World
Records / P.O. Box 20227 / Tompkins Square Station / NYC, NY / 10009 /
USA) - CC

VBR “Aural Assault” CD
Despite the frankly hideously cartoony packaging, this is actually pretty good.
Mostly VBR play relatively simple hardcore punk with good structures, occasional
mosh-lite parts with strong, audible vocals, but occasionally the guitarist will
surprise me and play a slightly melodic part over the top of the riff and it sounds
really good. The parts that don’t sound really good are the chugged out Fat
Wreck style parts. It just sounds like good, back to basics hardcore punk, a tad
overproduced perhaps, and I’m expecting good things in the future from this
band if they can dirty up their sound a little, lose some of the poppier parts and
slightly retarded lyrics and capture some more fury. They should encourage the
guitarist to play solos too. (Squirrel Heart Records / P.O. Box 5871 / Arlington,
VA / 22205 / USA) - ASM

Voetsek “The Castrator” LP
Part of the problem with reviewing your friends bands
is that sometimes the truth is ugly. The VOETSEK 7”,
to me, was fairly average. I couldn’t even tell you what
it sounded like, and the tracks from the three way split
10”, whilst good, were rendered largely unlistenable
by the bomb in a garbage bin production. Anyway “The
Castrator”. Holy shit! This is a different story
altogether. That there’s forty songs shouldn’t put you off, they’re all well written
and not thrown in for the sake of filling up sides with as many songs as possible.
Musically it’s demented hardcore with a slight touch of crossover in Jeff’s
occasional pinch harmonics and off the wall semi-soloing. Structures are
interesting and the songs actually go places. Really simple fast parts, slowing
down to almost-but-not-quite-a-breakdown. And drum rolls a-go-go tying it all
together. The vocals are something else, like Linda Blair in “The Exorcist” yelling
at a million miles an hour, they sound positively frantic and utterly deranged.
Overall, I’m reminded of ACCUSED in places, but it totally sounds like a band



falling all over themselves, making some incredibly chaotic, yet straight up
thrashing hardcore insanity and somehow, I don’t know how, managing to keep
it all together long enough to make it to the end of the song. That’s not to say it’s
not tight, because really, it’s as tight as any number of Jeb-esque adjectives I can
throw around, but it sounds like they’re about to implode under their own speed.
This leaves me breathless just listening to it. Essential, sincere and utterly non-
po faced. (Six Weeks Records / 225 Lincoln Avenue / Cotati, CA / 94931 / USA
/ www.sixweeksrecords.com) - ASM

Warcry “Maniacs on Pedestals” LP
All-star P.D.X. cast paying homage to one of the most influential punk bands
ever-DISCHARGE. And the overall execution is solid! Unlike many of the modern
D-beaters, they don’t try and crush you with a thick guitar production. Todd’s
vocals definitely remind me of Gunnar of AVSKUM and come off with the
conviction that’s required in order to pull this style off. You would think that a
band that has TRAGEDY and FROM ASHES RISE within their ranks would
implement lots of gloomy guitars into the mix, but they stay true to their mission
here, which may disappoint a large proportion of the millions who will pick this
up just on the bands personnel alone. I found that the pace on the record is better
than when they performed here live. My favourite songs are the ones which are
blatantly borrowed from the masters such as “Senseless” which was obviously
influenced by “Drunk With Power”. As far as the lyrics go, I need not tell you the
nature of their subject matter. The only glaring flaw I found to their dedication is
the leads. I’m not a guitarist, so I can’t make a real valid critique on this or
maybe it’s all the mad crack that I smoke, but the “Solos” sound; well, a bit off
as if they are played on the wrong key and at times sound kinda half-assed or
impromptu and lack the persona of Bones’ or maybe I’m just splitting hairs
here. (www.feralward.com) - JM

Watchmaker “Kill. Fucking. Everyone.”
Holy shit, this is incredible! In much the same way that CROSSED OUT gave
the bland North American hardcore scene of the early nineties a much needed
kick in the face, WATCHMAKER are giving the not-quite-grind, not-quite-metal
scene a severe pummeling. This is a serious non-stop barrage of audio hate and
negativity. The vocals are permanently screaming in your face, the riffs just
shred non stop and the drums beat you into submission. Here’s WATCHMAKER’s
approach to dynamics: a part that crushes you, followed by a part that sets your
remains on fire. The artwork is awesome, not run of mill crappy photoshop
heavy metal rubbish and the lyrics are one hundred times more genuine than
your average “singing vaguely about misanthropy” bunch of jokers. Production
is perfect, no horrible pro-tools recording. Everything is raw and warm and not
identical to every single band on Relapse who all share the same formulaic
blandness. This really stands out amongst their contemporaries due to its sincerity
and passion. A genuinely angrier record I haven’t heard since the heady days of
Power Violence or mid-nineties Black Metal. If you’re into any era of metal or
interested in any bands on Relapse or Willowtip, you really need to get this now.
You also need to see this band when they play in Toronto this September.
(Willowtip / 134 South Main St. Suite A / Zelienople, PA / 16063 / USA /
www.willowtip.com / www.watchmaker666.com) - ASM

Various Artists “Short, Fast + Loud #11” CD
A comp of bands to go in conjunction with the first
theme issue for SF+L. Bands with women in them are
all female punk bands starting off with MENTAL
DISEASE from Japan that play that big burly charging
sound of hardcore like CHAINSAW play. SHUT THE
FUCK UP dish out a rager. I love everything I have
heard from this band. Up next is I OBJECT with a
song that they recorded with the ep. BEHIND ENEMY
LINES contribute an already released song that is
pulverizing and pertinent to the theme. The bassist, Mary, was interviewed in
the issue of the zine. A Finnish band called ARSYKE are up next with a song
from a split with KAUNIIT POLIISIT. The recording is stripped down punk as
only the Finnish can pull off. Minneapolis’ answer to NAUSEA – RESOLVE –
contribute probably my favourite song by them “Crazy”. VOETSEK dish out a
theme song for the zine “Short, Fats + Loud” and it is the best thing I have heard
from the band. Japan’s CONGA FURY deliver a ripper, but sometimes the noisey
production for CONGA FURY distracts me from liking them, which is the case
here. Anyway considering VOETSEK and CONGA FURY shared a split 10”
recently it makes sense that they follow each other on the comp because people
have been hearing them together. SBITCH from Austin, make overmodulating
production work in their favour. Melbourne’s answer to TRAGEDY - SCHIFOSI
- contribute a short track that leaves you wanting more. SKARP trudge a long
with a heavy sounding introduction like ARTIMUS PYLE but then gets obliterated
with some blast beat core. RABID play some noisey mid-paced hardcore with

some noise Finnish productin values. Dallas’ BREAD AND WATER contribute
a great little ECONOCHRIST inspired number called “Void”. COJOBA deliver
fast, melodic hardcore that sounds like a cross between Yvonne Ducksworth and
Becky Bondage from a vocal perspective and musically like
ELEKTRODUENDES. STRAIGHT EDGE KEGGER deliver one of the noisiest
bits on thrash blast beat mayhem. WITCH HUNT keep pace with them but have
better production, making it easier to listen to. There are some pics of WITCH
HUNT in the accompanying zine. APHASIA contriute a song that sounds like it
is from a live set. FAZED from Germany deliver a moody yet fast track in the
same vein as ARTIMUS PYLE. ¾ of this comp is exceptional and really worth
tracking down for. Order the zine. (225 Lincoln Avenue / Cotati, CA / 94931 /
USA / www.sixweeksrecords.com) - SP

KIROTTU, the Boston band that sings in Finnish, will have an ep released
on Cries of Pain Records that will be limited to 300 copies * Sofie, the
singer from AMBULANCE has left the band. She has been replaced by
Skitsylen of HUMAN WASTE / UNCLE CHARLES. He is singing in
their brand new full length which is about to be released on Putrid Filth
Conspiracy. * Terrotten Records has just released a discography by Sao
Paolo’s CRUEL FACE who feature members of ROT and ACAO
DIRETA. Terrotten also has just released a comp entitled “A Monumental
Destruicao Da Vida II” which features 30 songs by bands like SICK
TERROR, SELFISH, and BLOOD SPIT NIGHTS, among others *
RYTMIHAIRIO are back at it again with a new split release out on
Homorock Records. The split is with CHOASBREED, which is a group
of metal vetereans from Finland. Limited to 500 copies. And the same
people under a different label, Butt & Elg Records have released another
all Finnish split featuring an all girl band entitled CREEPY CRAWLIE
that are rumoured to sound like a Columbian hardcore band. The flipside
WORM, who are rumoured to sound like old traditional Finnish punk.
This too is limited to 500 copies * The singer from DIE KREUZEN is in
a new band called DECAPITADO * The STRANGLERS will be touring
a new album entitled “Norfolk Coast”. They have been joined Baz Warne
of the VIBRATORS on guitar and are rumoured to have returned to
form. * Deranged Records is relocating to the Sunshine Coast and is in
the process of releasing some great new local releases by TERMINAL
STATE, TEEN CRUD COMBO, and the BRUTAL KNIGHTS among
other things. I will believe the hype about DEAD STOP when I hear
them. * And speaking of BRUTAL KNIGHTS, they will also be releasing
a split ep with Erin McDermitt’s new band THE WESTERN DARK. *
the G-MEN’s live session in Studio 3 is being released as an official
release on October 32nd to be called “14:40:33”. It should be out by the
time we go to press *

r u m o u r m i l l
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FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 10th  @ the Royal Cinema, 9:45pm -
PANTYHOSE HERO - Back by popular demand! Sammo Hung has
directed possibly one of the most politically incorrect and offensive
movies ever with Pantyhose Hero. It’s a kung fu version of Cruising, as
a serial killer runs wild in the gay clubs of Hong Kong, and smart-aleck
straight cops Sammo and Alan Tam must go undercover as a pair of
dove-eyed lovers to crack the case. Laugh and cringe as Sammo is given
lessons on how to mince and sway as he walks. In between all the
stereotypes, prancing, pursed lips, and limp wrists are the rip-roaring
fight scenes and stunts that Sammo Hung is famous for. Only in Hong
Kong could comedy of such a questionable nature be sandwiched with
harsh and violent action scenes like a kung fu chainsaw fight!
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 10th @ The Undergound (Hamilton) -
SCREAMING HALLWAY GIRL, FLAMINGOGOS,
SHEANDERTHALS, Z-RAYS (Toronto all-girl surf instrumental band),
SCARLET SINS, POISONED AEROS
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 11th @ The Undergound (Hamilton) –



LORRAINAS, PANTY CHRIST, DOWN
BELOWS
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 12th @ CIUT (91
St. George Street)  – Studio 3, 10:30pm - THE
3TARDS
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 12th @ Ania’s –
OUTBREAK, BONDS, KEEP IT UP,
URBAN BLIGHT
WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 16TH @
Opera House – ALEXISONFIRE, MONEEN,
CLOSET MONSTER
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 16TH @ Planet
Kensington - JOHNNY SIZZLE
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 18TH @ the Kathedral, 7:00pm - BLACK
DONNELLYS, THE 3TARDS, DIRTY BIRD, RANDOM KILLING,
RIOT 99, GUTS & GLORY, UNDERAGE MOUTHFULS
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 18TH @ the Kathedral - THE
CASUALTIES, MAXIMUM RNR
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 19TH @ the Reverb - DEATH THREAT,
MERAUDER, RINGWORM, AGENTS OF MAN, THE KILL
DECIBEL, THE ALLSTARS, A DAY AND A
DEATHWISH, THE VICE, IF TOMORROW COMES,
HIT AND RUN
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 19TH @ the Underground
(Hamilton) - THE CASUALTIES, MAXIMUM RNR,
NON-PASSIVE RESISTANCE
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 19TH @ Alvins (Detroit), All
Ages - THE VIBRATORS, THE DEAD HEROES
TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 21st @ the 360 - LEFTOVER
CRACK, STOCKYARD STOICS (from NY), THE
HEATSKORES
WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 22ND @ the Polish
Library, 612 Filmore (off Broadway) (Buffalo) - SKIT
SYSTEM (from Sweden), CAUSTIC CHRIST, LEGION
666, ABUSING THE WORD
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 23rd @ the Kathedral, All Ages -
DAYGLOW ABORTIONS, SSIPYEKNOM, MR PLOW, 3TARDS,
MURDERSQUAD T.O, G-MEN, THE ANTICS, RIOT99
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 24th @ the Royal Cinema, 9:45pm - Film:
LEGEND OF WISELY - Wisely is a popular Chinese pulp hero in the
same mould as Indiana Jones. A sci-fi writer who embarks on globe-
trotting adventures to research his books, he gets asked by a reclusive
billionaire to find an old friend. The quest involves him in a heist to
steal a magical pearl from a sect of Buddhist monks, the true object of
his client’s desire. Also after the pearl is a powerful gangster (Shaw
Brothers star Ti Lung), aided by his daughter (HK heart throb Joey Wong
from A Chinese Ghost Story), who has a liking for the adventurer. Leaping
from Nepal to Egypt to Hong Kong, Legend of Wiseey is a lavish
production, a true rollicking action flick in the spirit of cliffhanger
adventures, complete with nomadic bandits, quicksand, and underground
chambers. Featuring sharp photography by cinematographer Peter Pau,
who won an Oscar for his work on Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon.
We screened this one last year at an early start time, and the audience
that attended where surprised at how fun this rollicking adventure was,
so we decided to give you one more shot at experiencing the fun.
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 25th @ Clinton’s – RAMMER,
WATCHMAKER (from Boston), THE ENDLESS BLOCKADE,
CONCRETE TANK
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 26th @ CIUT (91 St. George Street)  – Studio
3, 10:30pm - WATCHTOWER
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 30th @ Horseshoe - THE
EVAPORATORS, THE LEATHER UPPERS, THE THREAT
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 30th @ Access (Buffalo) - SCIENCE OF
YABRA, FAX ARCANA, RUNNING FOR COVER
TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 28th @ the Corktown (Hamilton) - G-MEN,
THE VAPIDS
SATURDAY OCTOBER 2nd @ Cheap Stunts Skate Park (Richmond

Hill), 3:30pm - THE CLASS RIOT, PITH
SATURDAY OCTOBER 2nd @ the Undergound (Hamilton) –
LAMF, Greg Dick’s band, SPOILED ROTTENS
SATURDAY OCTOBER 2nd @ Idle Kids (Detroit), 3535 Cass
Avenue, All Ages – UPSTAB, HUMAN EYE, BILL BONDSMEN,
DEATH IN CUSTODY
MONDAY OCTOBER 4TH @ Lee’s Palace - FLOGGING MOLLY,
THE STREET DOGS
FRIDAY OCTOBER 8th @ the Royal Cinema, 9:45pm - Film:
PEACOCK KING - Two monks separated-at-birth must reunite to
face off against the King of Hell. Yuen Biao (star of Prodigal Son,
Iceman Cometh and Jackie Chan’s classmate) is Peacock, who was

raised by Tibetan monks. He journeys to Japan to find Ashura, a sweet,
nice girl who, unknown to her, is the Hell Virgin (aka the daughter of
the King of Hell) and the key to the end of the world. Peacock meets
Lucky Fruit (yes, you read right), his long-lost brother and they who
must join forces to prevent Ashura from unlocking the Gates of Hell and
releasing Pops. In there way is the beautiful witch Raga and lots of
claymation creatures that are supposed to be minions of hell, but tend to
look like refugees from Beetlejuice, however, they are still nasty and

mean critters. Further Complicating their task is an evil
monk named Kubira (Gordon Lui aks Kill Bill’s Pai Mei
and the hero of Master Killer) and his band of assassins,
who have spent the last twenty years trying to track down
and kill Peacock and Lucky Fruit before they can fulfill
their destiny. Based on a Japanese manga, this fantasy
action flick, this is cheesy HK action fun, featuring Yuen
Biao in his prime.
SUNDAY OCTOBER 10th @ the Horseshoe - MIKE
WATT & THE SECOND MEN
FRIDAY OCTOBER 22nd @ the Phoenix - MISSION
OF BURMA
SUNDAY OCTOBER 24th @ Alvins (Detroit), All Ages
- UK SUBS (Final Tour w original line up), THE DEAD
HEROES

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 27th @ the Mod Club - THE
STRANGLERS
THURSDAY OCTOBER 28th @ (Ann Arbor) - UNCURBED
(Sweden)
FRIDAY OCTOBER 29th @ the Royal Cinema, 9:45pm - Film:
ENCOUNTER OF THE SPOOKY KIND - Sammo Hung likes to do
two things: play golf and kick ass. Luckily for us, in Hong Kong, in
1981, there were no good golf courses, so he had to make unrelenting
ass-kicking films! Hung plays Courageous Cheung, a rickshaw puller
whose wife is up to no good, cheating with Cheung’s best customer, a
local official. He hires an evil priest to take out Cheung using a rotting,
hopping vampire and some black magic curses. The evil priest has a
good Taoist priest brother who decides to stop the madness, and poor
Cheung is stuck in the middle of a black magic battle, bouncing back
and forth like a big rubber ball and also trying to elude the grasp of the
local police constable (Lam Ching-ying, the vampire busting priest from
the Mr. Vampire flicks, in his first major role). Sammo Hung’s Stunt
Team is in full effect. The front end of the movie is stuffed with ghostly
visions and creepy creeps, but the back end is heavy with dust-ups,
possession brawls, and faceless flying fiends wielding rusty, razor-sharp
pigstickers. Like spending a fabulous evening trapped in a museum
basement full of flesh-eating zombies and full of “Dude, that chicken
exploded!” moments, it is the first of its kind, the kind of fantastic flick
that forces the audience to its feet, chanting “Fight, fatboy! Fight!”
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 10th @ Reverb – MISFITS, AGENT
ORANGE, 3TARDS, REHAB’S FOR QUITTERS
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 19th @ TBA (Toronto) - WORLD BURNS
TO DEATH (from Texas), INEPSY (from Montreal)

If there is a show that you know about that isn’t on this list, please
forward it onto us at equalizingxdistort@ciut.fm
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